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1999 NEMBA Events Calender
Festivals

Trail Maintenance/Patrol Training

Trips

MTB Skill Clinics

June 27
TBA
October 3

NEMBAFest on the Cape
Wompatuck Festival
Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day

July 29 -Aug. 1 Wachusett NEMBA VT Trip, 800-576-3622
Sept. 12-19
NEMBA Durango Trip, 508-583-0067

April 17
April 24
May 14-16
May 1
May 22

Trail Boss Training (Rain date, April 18), 508-651-7075
CT NEMBA Trail Boss Training, 860-653-5038
Advanced Trail Boss Training, 800-576-3622

NEBC/Cycle Loft/NEMBA Beginner Skills Clinic, 978-251-3176
NEBC/Cycle Loft/NEMBA Beginner Skills Clinic, 978-251-3176

NEMBA’s Save the Trails Maintenance Series
CT-NEMBA / Cannondale Trail Maintenance Series
Come to any CT NEMBA work day and your name will be entered
into a hat to win a 1999 Cannondale SuperV!
April 17
West Rock State Park, Hamden, 203-789-7498
April 25
Wintergreen Park, Wethersfield, 860-529-9970
May 1
Gay City State Park, Hebron, 860-870-8748
May 8
MDC Reservoirs, West Hartford, 860-529-9970
May 22
Westwoods, Guilford, 203-458-3465
June 19
Nashehegan SF or Nepaug S.F., 860-653-5038
Sept 19-21 IMBA Trail Care Crew, TBA
October 23 Gay City State Park, Hebron, 860-870-8748
November 6 Penwood State Park, Bloomfield, 860-653-5038

RI NEMBA Series
March 28Blowdown day in Arcadia, 401-782-0162
April 25
Fun Ride in Arcadia, 401-364-0786
May 8
A joint trail maintenance day with AMC in
Arcadia, 401-397-8127
June 5
Arcadia bridge project on "Pauly's Trail", 401782-0162
Seacoast NH NEMBA
April 25
Exeter Town Forests, 603-775-0025
May 16
Bear Brook, 603-895-6633
June 5
TBA - National Trails Day, 603-742-9462
June 13
Pawtuckaway, 603-463-9811

NEMBA-Merlin Trail Maintenance Series
Merlin and the Massachusetts Chapters of NEMBA are joining forces to save the trails! Come work the trails and get entered to win a
Merlin Mountain frame! Come to three or more events and you''ll be entered to win Merlin's new Fat Beat full suspension frame! You can
check these bikes out at http://www.merlinbike.com. The Merlin Series encompasses all of Massachusetts NEMBA chapters!
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
April 18
Callahan SF, 508-877-2028
May 22
Noanet Woodlands, 508-651-7075
May 23
Upton SF, 508-529-9339
June 12
Douglas State Forest, 508-529-9339
Sept. 12
Callahan SF, 508-877-2028
Nov. 6
Noanet Woodlands (w/ TTOR), 508-651-7075
Cape Cod & Islands NEMBA
Feb. 28
Trail of Tears, 508-457-4821
March 20
Otis, 508-457-4821
April 11
Trail of Tears, 508-457-4821
May 16
Mary Dunn, 508-457-4821
Greater Boston NEMBA
April 17
Fells AMC Trail Assessment, 781-657-0557
April 24
Fells, 781-657-0557
May 1
Belmont, 617-924-4539
May 8
Lynn Woods, 617-231-1497
May 22
Great Brook Farm SP, 978-369-5597
June 5
Fells —National Trails Day, 781-657-0557
June 19
Great Brook Farm SP, 978-369-5597
June 26
Lynn Woods, 617-231-1497
Sept. 11
Lynn Woods, 617-231-1497
Sept. 18
Fells, 781-657-0557
Sept. 25
Great Brook Farm SP, 978-369-5597
Sept. 25
Belmont, 617-924-4539
October 9
Lynn Woods, 617-231-1497
October 16
Fells, 781-657-0557
October 23
Great Brook Farm SP, 978-369-5597

Merrimack Valley NEMBA
April 17
Lowell-Dracut SF, 978-453-9212
June 13
Lowell-Dracut SF, 978-453-9212
Sept. 18
Lowell-Dracut SF, 978-453-9212
October 17
Lowell-Dracut SF, 978-453-9212
SE MA NEMBA
April 4
April 23
May 2
Sept. 12
October 24

Wompatuck SP, 508-583-0067
Foxboro SF, 508-583-0067
Wompatuck SP, 508-583-0067
Wompatuck SP, 508-583-0067
Wompatuck SP, 508-583-0067

Pioneer Valley NEMBA (formerly Shays NEMBA)
April 24
Greenfield Parks, 413-772-0496
Wachusett NEMBA
May 2
Leominster SF, 800-576-3622
May 23
Leominster SF, 800-576-3622
Sept. 12
Leominster SF, 800-576-3622
Oct 17
Leominster SF, 800-576-3622

Check out WWW.NEMBA.ORG
for more information
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Take it to the Road!
It’s all cycling, and mountain bikers who take it to
the road are fitter, faster and have more fun. By
David Leedberg
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Ididasport Extreme
Follow John Stamstad through his harrowing travels on the most extreme mountain bike race on
the planet. By John Stamstad
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California Adventures
Riding California’s costal ranges is peaceful foray into
the land of earthquakes and floods. By Clint Chase Jr.
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OFF THE FRONT

Dust off the bike, and put on your finest: it’s showtime!

H

aving only ten months, the early Roman calendar
was all messed up, but at least they got one thing
right--it began in March. I like this because
NEMBA's calendar also begins in March, soon after the
spring equinox. Naturally, we mark our reverence to spring
by worshipping the chili pepper and the frijol --doesn't
everybody?-- and we hope you joined us for our most awesome Chili
Cook Off
party.

Mother-of-all-New-England Ride Series, so be adventurous
and go someplace new. When you get back (and don't forget to lube your chain), go help out the trails by going to a
NEMBA maintenance day. These are actually just "maintenance mornings" because they usually end at lunch, and
you'll probably be treated to some free pizza. Bring your
bike too, since we'll probably go for another ride. For those
who have never been to one of our trail events, trust me,
they really are a good time. Plus, you get to see what
mountain bikers look like without their helmets on.

NEMBA's
calendar
really
begins in
spring
because
this is when
we are the
busiest. All
winter
we've been setting the stage, organizing our events, and
preparing the invitations. And with this issue of
SingleTracks in hand, consider yourself cordially invited to a
new season of great NEMBA happenings.

After the ride, you'll probably be ready for a party. What
better party than a full blown mountain bike festival?
That's right, back by popular demand, we're throwing a second NEMBAfest bash. This time it's going to be on Cape
Cod, just ten minutes from the canal, and it's going to be a
rocking good time. Music, biking, swimming, BBQ pits,
biking, kayaking, canoeing, biking, and tons of games, this
festival will be fun for even the non-bikers in your life.
This will be the event of the season, so be there!

This issue is your ticket to help the trails and nourish the
mountain bike spirit within each of us. For starters, go for
a ride. We've put together a cajillion of them in our

After the festival, consider a vacation. How about a camping trip up to Vermont? Or a trip to Durango? Or you can
stay home and take one of our mountain bike skill classes
and hone your techniques. Whatever you do, make it a
point to join us on the trail, and feel free to bring a guest
—Philip Keyes, Executive Director

Free NEMBA T-Shirt
for a Cover Shot!
Send in your pictures and if we
use one for the cover, we’ll send
you our spanking new NEMBA tshirt!
On this cover, Krisztina Holly
rides, Peter Brandenburg clicks.
Send your pictures to:
Singletracks, PO Box 2221, Acton
MA 01720.
Brian Smith, CT NEMBA

GREENBRIER RIVER
OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

Bumps?
. . . What Bumps?

1-800-600-4752
The Number One
Suspension Post

www.groa.com

**CHALLENGE YOURSELF ON
THE RUGGED TRAILS OF WEST
VIRGINIA OR NEW ENGLAND**
*BEGINNER THRU ADVANCED*

603-431-3023
www.use1.com

AGES 13-17
MANY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
CALL FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG
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CHAIN LETTERS

Arcadia RI needs help

Keyes made me do it!

Greetings! I've lived in New England for a little over one
year now and have only one season of riding here. My riding roots are in north-west North Carolina, and while the
long busting up hills don't exist in Rhode Island, the technical aspects are superb.

I have signed up for membership for two reasons...ego and
Philip Keyes. The ego part comes into play because I submitted
a "Why I Ride" piece for the next issue of SingleTracks and want
to see my name in print. The Philip Keyes part because he is
ruthless in pursuing prospective members. If the organization
is as good as he professes I am glad to be a member.

My concern (and major reason for joining) is that I work
(and ride) in Arcadia Management Area. The trail network
is awesome, but in bad disrepair, and in some spots, quickly
deteriorating. Since I can't ride for the next couple of
months (knee surgery), I'm interested in putting my trail
building skills to work. Ive done quite a lot of maintenance
and even built a five mile loop.

I'm also glad that I can ride guilt free on the trails of the
Northeast. Yeah, yeah, yeah. I know the next step is trail maintenance. Send me the dates for Wompatuck and I'll get you a
few more bodies including mine.
Jeff Cutler, Hingham MA

Any info on how to get some bodies out here to build
would be great.
Jon Wellington, Wakefield RI

Loved the Skiing Stuff!
I was happy to see the articles on Skate Skiing & Telemark Skiing
in the February Singletracks. I have enjoyed both for several years.
The skate skiing in particular is great for keeping in shape.
I would like to point out that most of the larger cross country ski
areas rent skate skiis & give lessons. The women have a real
advantage in that most places offer women's clinics.
I agree that you can skate on any wide, packed snow, but the $10
to $12 fee to skate on groomed trails is well worth the money.
Besides, the ego boost you get from flying past those skiers who
trudge along is a nice bonus.
Keep up the good work
Ted Capron, Meredith NH
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TREADLINES

Penny Davidson comes to
NEMBAfest on the Cape!
On June 27th, NEMBA will be celebrating mountain biking
with a rocking festival on Cape Cod, ten minutes from the
Cape Cod Canal. Together with the rock station, WZLX,
The Ride Magazine and Tracy Volkswagon, NEMBAFest will
feature tons of great stuff for everyone.
· Led mountain bike rides for all ages and all levels
· Ride with Penny Davidson, Two time Downhill Champion
· Self-guided rides
· Bicycle - Industry Expo and Demo
· MTB fun activities: Bike limbo, bike frisbee, bike polo, slow
races
· Mountain bike trials demonstration (bikes hopping over
rocks, picnic tables, etc.)
· Swimming, canoeing, BBQ pits available, playgrounds
· Raffles, prizes and more.
· Music by WZLX
The event will only cost $15 per person. Check out the ad
on the inside cover!

MTB Skill Clinics
Greater Boston NEMBA will be holding a half dozen beginner/intermediate mountain bike skills clinics in conjunction with the Northeast
Bicycle Club and the Cycle Loft. The clinics will teach riders how to corner, go up and down hills, and go over obstacles. The clinics take place
in the Burlington MA area and will be free of charge. However, you must
pre-register since space is limited. The first two clinics will be on May
1st and 22nd. To register, call Dave Leedberg, 978-251-3176 or dleedberg@bcop.com.

Support NEMBA and Get Dirt
Rag Magazine free
From now until April 2000, Maurice and Elaine Tierney (very cool folks)
have graciously offered to give complementary subscriptions of their allthe-dirt-you-can-eat magazine to new and renewing members who join
NEMBA for $100 or more. Those familiar with the Rag know that this
magazine is different from anything out there. No hype, no gloss: it’s
remained true to the unaldulterated passion of mountain bikers everywhere. NEMBA appeciates your support, and we thank Dirt Rag for
theirs. Call 800-576-3622 to upgrade your membership today.

NEMBA’s most successful season of volunteerism ever!
1998 was an amazing season! We donated more than $20,000 in
materials and tools to New England trails and volunteered more
than 11,500 hours to trail work, education and keeping mountain
biking part of the New England scene. Over 500 NEMBA members
participated in more than 40 trail maintenance days in 21 different
parks in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut and
Rhode Island. Our bicycle patrols logged over 2000 hours of
active patrolling in the Middlesex Fells, the Lynn Woods, Great
Brook Farm SP and the Blue Hills in Massachusetts as well as at
the West Hartford Reservoir in Connecticut.
The key to this success is dedication and fun. Not only do we
have a dedicated core of hearty volunteers who give of themselves

selflessly, but we also have hundreds of new volunteers who
couldn't believe how much fun it was to hang out with other
mountain bikers and do something positive for the trails!
If we had to put a dollar value on NEMBA's total volunteer donation, it would come to about $135,000. Thanks to everyone who
participated: you're the best, the proud, the NEMBAN!
This year NEMBA is more than doubling it's number of trail maintenance days —85 in 36 different parks!— so check out the calendar and come on down! We’re also expanding our bike patrol into
Rhode Island, and are increasing the number of patrollers in all the
existing parks. Get ready to rock, roll, and have fun!

MTB Pros give the Shirts
off their Backs
Throughout December to February NEMBA held a series of
internet auctions of the autographed personal race jerseys
donated byb Juli Furtado, Tinker Juarez, Susan DeMattei,
John Tomac, Ruthie Matthes, Ned Overend, Missy Giove and
Team Specialized. We auctioned the jerseys off separately,
and brought in nearly $2500.
Thousands of people visited NEMBA's auction sites, and the
bidding was sometimes fast and furious. The top bidders
came not only from New England but from as far away as
Alberta Canada, Seattle, the San Francisco Bay Area, and the
Detroit. Ned Overend's jersey sold for the most ($450), with
Juli Furtado's coming in a close second! By taking the shirts
off their back, all the pros showed how much they care
about mountain biking and land access.
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Independent Fabrication,
Spinergy, BikeTree, USE sponsor Land Access Raffle

Cannondale to Sponsor CT
NEMBA TM Series
CT-NEMBA is proud to announce the 1999 CT-NEMBA /
Cannondale Trail Maintenance Series schedule. Cannondale
once again returns as the series sponsor. Cannondale has committed another bicycle to the series which will be awarded by
drawing to series participants. See the CT-NEMBA website
<members.aol.com/joeorto/> for details.

The way cool guyz at Independent Fabrication have donated the premier prize for this year's Land Access Raffle. The grand prize is a
$2600, fully decked out Deluxe Mountain Bike with a Rock Shox Judy
SL and Shimano XT components or IF's Crown Jewel road bike garnished with Shimano Ultregra components! Second place is a set of
Spinergy Spox wheels, valued at $699. Third place is a luxurious
BikeTree Weekend for two to the White Mountains, a $565 value.
USE Shokpost is rounding out the awesome prize list with five of
their SX suspension seatposts, valued at $99 a peice.

Plans are still underway in the western part of the state as well
as other new initiatives that should allow CT-NEMBA to
expand the scope of this years series. We will post updates
accordingly on our website, our Email listserv, SingleTracks, and
just about anywhere else that we can think of. You of course
are welcome to publicize this series, too. --John Turchi, Trail
Maintenance Coordinator, turch@snet.net (860)653-5038

All money raised --every dime-- goes into NEMBA grant program for
trail projects around New England. Raffle tickets cost $10 a peice or
six for $50. The drawing will take place later this summer. Get your
tickets by sending a check to NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA
01720 or calling 800-576-3622.

NEBC, NCC and Team
Douglas Support NEMBA

Merlin donates Ti Bikes to MA
Trail Maintenance Series
Merlin Metalworks is offering a titanium mountain frame and a Fat Beat
full suspension bike to some lucky volunteers in the NEMBA-Merlin
Trail Maintenance Series. The NEMBA-Merlin Series has events throughout Massachusetts, so check out the calendar and come help the trails
to win.
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NEMBA is proud and grateful that a few of top-notch clubs
have joined us as organizational members. The Northeast
Bicycle Club is primarily a road racing club, but does have a
small but dedicated team of mtb racers. The Northampton
Cycling Club and Team Douglas are a couple of serious race
teams out of the Pioneer Valley. Thanks for the support!

TREADLINES

Steep and Deep!
Seventeen Greater Boston
mountain bikers switched
gears for a weekend and
experienced the White
Mountains backcountry on snowboards
and skis.
Saturday, most of
us practiced our
turns at Wildcat
Mountain and
watched the clouds
dumping snow on Mt. Washington across the notch.
After a big spaghetti dinner, Kurt Bianculli gave an
inspiring slide show on his unique sailing trip to
Antarctica. (We still have a couple questions for him
about leopard
seals, though…)
While we sat in the
hot tub and as we
slept that night, all
the snow that fell
during the day was
being blown from
the summit into the
ravine!
Sunday, bright and

early, our huge environmentally unfriendly caravan made it to
Pinkham Notch without a hitch. Amazing! The weather was
absolutely brilliant as we started up the Tuckerman Ravine trail. A
couple of people had brief bouts of gear trouble, but within a couple of hours, we had all made it up to the Hermit Lake shelter still
smiling and ready to ski.
About ten adventurous souls
hiked further. The debris
pile from an earlier double-crown avalanche
stood 30 feet high
at the bottom of
the ravine!
Avalanche danger
was obviously
extreme, so we
didn't tempt fate
on the big headwall.
But we did partake in
the tons of new snow
that had blown onto the
little headwall below. The conditions were fantastic — reminiscent of
the steeps and deep out West!
After our powder quest, we continued back to Pinkham, tele-skiing and boarding down the Sherburne Trail. This was the first time
in the backcountry for many people on the trip. Everyone was all
smiles, insisting we do it again soon! —Krisztina Holly, Greater
Boston

Slopeside Shenanigans
Wow, talk about winter fun! Imagine careening down the snowy slopes of Wachusett Ski Area on a beer keg
mounted on a single ski! Or if you're normal, imagine racing dual slalom with studded tires down a snowbound race track. Thus was the 2nd Annual Slopeside Shenanigans, sponsored by the good folks at
Gearworks Cyclery and the Wachusett Brewing Company.

With 140 racers on every type of downhill rig imaginable, the whole day was a
great success, and there were some serious riders on hand. The event finished
into the night (as I did) with a DJ and
dancing in the lodge. For next year I challenge all other NEMBA maniacs to come on
down and try to unseat Ned LaFortune and me
from our self-proclaimed titles of Keg Champions of the
World. Don't miss it! --Rich Donoghue, Wachusett
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nathan Brown

Donna Donoghue

There were plenty of fine Wachusett ales and thundering reggae spun by WBCN's DJ Love. There
were six man snowboard races, volleyball, an outdoor grill, a
ski pass, and a drawing for a trip to Jamaica (ya,
mon!). There is nothing like riding your bike down
a snowy hill, but my favorite part was racing
the guys from Gearworks and Wachusett
Brew on kegs —yes kegs— at warp speed
down from the top of the mountain.
Zooming down the mountain at light speed,
all I can say is YEEEEEEEEEHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!.These kegs had a
ski attached to there bottoms and a rope at the
front to hold on to.I think we may have a new
sport

TREADLINES

1999 NEMBA Trail Grants

T

Rhode Island NEMBA - 2

he New England Mountain Bike Association is proud to
announce the winners of the Spring round of 1999’s
NEMBA Trail Grants. These grants fund trail projects on a
local level and are financed from the proceeds of NEMBA’s
Annual Raffle. This Spring NEMBA received eight applications
for NEMBA Trail Grants, all from NEMBA chapters. After due
deliberation, NEMBA’s Trail Grant Committee has awarded
$2620 in trail grants for the Spring season. Applications for
the Fall round of Trail Grants are due no later than 8/1/99, and
the grants will be awarded by 9/1/99. To apply for a NEMBA
Trail Grant send a detailed description of your project and its
projected costs to NEMBA.

RI NEMBA plans to build a 20 foot bridge across a fast flowing
stream in the Arcadia Management Area. The bridge will be
built at the start of the Rock Trail, (A.K.A. Pauley Trail), which
is an alternative to the more popular and overused Breakheart
Trail. This bridge will be designed for multi use, IE: It will be
used for mountain bikers, hikers, horses and motorcycles. So
it will be designed to accommodate heavy loads. The RI
Department of Environmental Management, Planning &
Development, has approved a materials-only type grant.
Which means that the chapter will be reimbursed fifty percent
of the bridge’s cost up to a maximum of $380. RI NEMBA
sought a grant of $190 to pay for this project.

Merrimack Valley NEMBA

SE MASS NEMBA

Merrimack Valley NEMBA requested $250 to rebuild a 32’
long, 32" wide bridge in the Lowell-Dracut-Tyngsboro State
Forest. The forest’s supervisor supports this project. A
detailed cost estimate for the lumber was included with the
grant request, as well as an architectural drawing of the
bridge.
Pioneer Valley NEMBA
Pioneer Valley NEMBA requested a grant of $480 to rebuild 4
bridges on the Long Trail in the Daughters of the American
Revolution State Forest in Goshen Massachusetts. The existing
bridges consist of two parallel logs. A detailed list of needed
materials was included with the application, and the estimated cost for each bridge section is $120.
Greater Boston NEMBA
Greater Boston NEMBA’s unit of the New England Mountain
Bike Patrol has a major recurring expense, cellular phone service. The patrol maintains at least one phone at each of the
parks where they serve for those patrollers who don’t have
cellular phones of their own. The phones are used to initiate
an emergency response. Patrollers frequently call for medical
assistance, report fires, vandalism and criminal activities. The
patrol needs five phones which will have an annual cost of
$500.

Southeast Massachusetts NEMBA requested a NEMBA Trail
Grant of $300 to do trail maintenance at Carolina Hill
Reservation in Marshfield. The objective is to build two
bridges spanning water crossings on the "Brook Trail", (reference pg. 197 in Stuart Johnstone’s "Mountain Biking Near
Boston"), and to clean up an eroded climb between route 3A
and the power line. Palmstron Woodworking has volunteered
to build the bridges which will be 12’ X 2’ and 10’ X 2"
respectively. The bridges will be made of pressure treated lumber. The town of Marshfield has approved this project.
Cape Cod & Islands NEMBA
CC&I NEMBA requested a grant of $500 to purchase tools to
be used for the creation and maintenance of multi use trails
throughout Cape Cod. CC&I NEMBA will be sponsoring the
1999 NEMBA Fest at Camp Lyndon in Sandwich, MA on
6/27/99. Camp Lyndon abuts the West Barnstable
Conservation Area known as the Trail of Tears. As part of the
NEMBA fest, CC&I NEMBA has agreed to create a system of
trails linking Camp Lyndon to the Trail of Tears.
Additionally, Lawrence Junior High School’s after school
mountain biking program teaches responsible mountain biking
and trail maintenance. The tools will also be used to build and
rebuild trails as part of this program. CC&I NEMBA has submitted a detailed, itemized list of tools and their costs which
exceeds $500. CC&I NEMBA will pay for everything over the
$500 requested. Also enclosed was a letter from the
Barnstable Land Management Committee authorizing CC&I
NEMBA to maintain trails at the West Barnstable
Conservation Area. —Bill Boles, Grant Committee Chair

Rhode Island NEMBA - 1
The Rhode Island chapter of NEMBA applied for a $500 tools
grant. The chapter will have 4 - 6 maintenance days this year.
After working with the Appalachian Mountain Club last year
RI NEMBA realized that they needed, "the right tools to get
the job done right".
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F E AT U R E

Take it to the Road!

by David Leedberg, Wachusett. Photos of the Fitchburg Longo Classic by Mark McMaster, Northeast Bicycle Club

S

pring is here. The snow is starting to
go away. And you can’t wait to get
out on your bike. But we all
know what’s waiting for us out
there…..MUD! Every spring brings
bottomless mud holes and standing water to many of our favorite
riding areas. Yeah, we all know we
shouldn’t ride on really muddy
trails, but we’ve all done it. We
just couldn’t wait to get out there,
and we spent the day wrecking our
bikes and the trail. And once the
trail dried up, there was those big
ugly ruts that fossilized in the
hard New England clay for all to
see…including those folks who
don’t like the idea of bikes using
"their" trails.

blah-blah-blah. And you know what…it’s
all just a bunch of crap! It’s just an excuse

Well…did you know that many legendary
mountain bikers are …dare I say
it….roadies?!?!. John Tomac…yeah,
you know..Johny T., the Tomes,
multi time National and World
champ…is a roadie. One of his
best mountain bike seasons was
while he also road raced for
Motorola in Europe. Ned
Overend…roadie. And Julie
Furtado….National road champ!
Why…he’s probably going to kill
me for letting this news out…but
even NEMBA Grand Pooh-Bah
Philip Keyes has a skinny tire
bike!!!!

I know you’re going to tell me you
tried riding your mtb on the road
and it was no fun. That’s because
of those fat tires. So, what can you
So what’s a person to do? It’s getdo? Well , the best thing is to
ting warm and it’s time to ride.
break the bank and go out and buy
One word my friend….ROAD! I’m
the trickest road bike you can get
sure some of you might have
your hands on. But I know very
moved on to another article at the
few of us have the last name of
sight of that "r" word. Others may
Trump or Gates, so I’ll go from
have thrown down this issue of
cheapest on up. The cheapest set
"SingleTracks" screaming blaspheup is to put some skinny slicks on
my! I’ve listened to the endless
your mtb. See your dealer…there’s
arguments…you’ve heard ‘em too.
plenty to chose from like continenRoadies are this…mountain bikers
tal, Specialized, and Ritchey to
are that. I listened to the same
name a few. Go with a 1 to 1.25
thing for twenty five years when I
raced motorcycles….motocrossers The Fitchburg Longo Classis is the oldest and most distinguished road races in the inch size. You will not believe how
country. It also makes for great spectative, so check it out this July!
fast your bike will roll with these
didn’t like road racers who didn’t
skinny tires. You may even find you’ll need
like flat trackers who didn’t like off roaders
to not try something new and different.
higher gearing as you get in better
who didn’t like speedway who didn’t like
We’re cyclists….two wheels
shape…and you will get in better shape!
and one sport…we ride because
Have a little extra cash? Get a real road
we love riding,and it really doesbike…it’s the way to go. You can get into
n’t matter what surface we ride
a decent road bike for as little as $500.
on, as long as we ride.
And you can spend your kids college fund
The benefits of road riding are
if your willing…and don’t mind having a
many. First of all , you can do it
dumb kid! Go to a good dealer. It’s imporwhile your local trails are under
tant to get a bike that fits you …rememwater. The aerobic and anaerobic
ber, you may be on a road bike longer ,so
work out can’t be beat. Your
you want it to be comfortable. And a road
body doesn’t take a beating, so
bike will last a long time…they just don’t
you can ride more often, and get
get hammered like off road bikes do…so
fitter. Road bikes require much
buy something you’ll want for a while.
less maintenance …leaving you
One other equipment alternative is a
more time to ride. You can do
cyclocross bike. Yeah..cyclocross! You
nice easy recovery rides. You can
know…that crazy sport where people run
find new trail heads as you
around in the mud with a bike on their
cruise along…I’ve found some
shoulder! A cross bike is basically a beefed
of my favorite trails this way.
up road bike with mtb brakes and skinny
Need more convincing?
Continued on page 12
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little knobbies. You wouldn’t want to ride a cross bike on very
technical trails, but if you have local smooth trails or dirt roads
around you…a cross bike is a blast. Throw some slicks on it, and
you have a very capable road bike. I put more miles on my cross
bike than my mtb or road bike every year.
OK, now what? No..you don’t have to shave your legs first!!( but
guys..9 out of 10 girls say that guys look great with shaved legs…
and ladies, the ratio is the same…..and everyone will look better
in a dress on Friday nite!) You got some skinny tires under you and
you’re ready to ride. But where? Chances are there’s a road at the
end of your driveway, so that’s a start. This is another
benefit…you don’t have to drive to a place to ride…you just ride!
Go ahead..get out there! Work on a nice smooth pedal stroke. Get

paceline and how to draft. You will be amazed how fast a pack can
go when it works together. And as you get used to it, you will find
your endurance has improved and there’s new found speed in your
legs. You will find yourself riding in a gear higher on your mtb!
So get out there and try it! What have you got to lose? Nothing!
What have you got to gain? Fitness, health, strength and fun…so
how can you lose? Sure, it’s not for everyone, but you’ll never
know until you try!

a nice high rpm spin going. Commute to the store, to work, to
where ever. Find some hills to work on. And keep an eye out for
new trails…you’ll never see them from a car…but you’re in a
prime spotters seat now. And hey, look! You’re getting fitter!
You want more? OK…check out a local club ride! Talk to your dealer or check the web. In the Boston area alone, there’s Northeast
Bicycle Club, Charles River Wheelmen and Boston Road Club to
name a few. Northeast Bicycle Club also puts on a road racing
clinic, as do several other clubs. And when you find a ride in your
area, approach it like you would a mountain bike ride…that is,
find out what ability level ,speed and length it is. You don’t want
to go to a hammer fest or death march on your first ride! And if
you’re nice and ask the right questions, you will learn to ride in a
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The Iditasport Extreme
by John Stamstad

Knik, Alaska Feb 27th, 3pm:
The Iditasport Extreme starts with a 30 mile
prologue out to Flathorn Lake for the
mandatory "winter preparedness" camp-out
in the snow. Riders have to carry the gear
they will sleep in for the entire race. Some
racers choosing extremely minimal gear
were found sheltered in a wood shed on a
stack of wood—seemingly in violation of
rules. But then, rules in this race are vague
and almost non-existent so one can't nitpick—the conditions ahead will take their
toll on those not prepared. I slept in my
North Face Inferno DL and was more comfortable than I am at home on my futon.
That first leg lasted 3.5 hours with Rocky
Reifenstuhl finishing 2 minutes
ahead of a group
containing the rest
of the favorites.
Tim Decker, a runner in the race
needed 12.5 hours
to finish this section of less than 30 miles when he had
problems with his gear. Gear that he was
using for the first time. Day one of this race
is not a good time to realize that you are
unprepared—or maybe it is, that way your
suffering ends quickly. He dropped out the
next day despite having planned to go all
the way to Nome.

night. Amazingly the Achilles healed itself
and I was fine.
Still sleepless for 24 hours, we headed out
with 2 race officials on snowmachines in
front of us, who were going to help establish a trail for all the racers to follow. Norwil
and I headed out together but were soon
caught by Balckwell when the race officials
couldn't locate the trail. The course up to
Puntilla lake is hilly and rigorous to ride but
thankfully most of it is wooded, which protected it from the blowing snow. 10.5 hours
later we arrived at the most critical point of
the the race—Rainy Pass. Get over this and
one is home free for the rest of the race—
not that the rest is easy but just that this is

fully kicked in my steps without looking
down and made it without incident. Each
"step" we went over met us with a stronger
and colder headwind. On top of a plateau,
way above treeline we lost the trail.
Actually, we didn't lose the trail, the trail
disappeared. No, it didn't just disappear, it
turned into 3 foot drifts and wind driven
snow sculptures. We turned around to
retrace our footprints back to where we last
saw the trail. Looking behind us, there was
nothing—our tracks were blown in as fast
as we made them. This is when I remembered the First Rule of Holes: "As soon as
you know you are in one, stop digging".
The race support trailbreakers arrived soon
after. When we
left the lodge earlier that evening,
they were going
to sleep for a
couple hours and
then head out
and break trail for
everyone, in case
it had been obliterated by the wind. The
only problem was that they couldn't find
the trail either. At this point the weather
conditions were dangerous. On the way up
we could barely stop to eat or drink. A stop
meant an instant body temperature drop
onto the dark edge of hypothermia.
Stopping also created fogged glasses, which
wouldn't have been a problem except that at
those temperatures, the fog turns instantly
to ice, which had to be chipped off in order
to see. Every seam had to be sealed to the
wind. If there was even a millimeter of
exposed skin, you could feel it burn with
impending frostbite. Wind chills were in the
range of 70-90 degrees below zero. By this
point I couldn't eat or drink, because my
balaclava was a chunk of ice and I couldn't
move it to access my mouth.

I have no experience in avalanche
danger but I didn't think it looked
that wicked, and I was very near
the top so even if it did slide, I

Day 2:
8am start saw sun, 0 degrees and a fierce
head wind. Riefenstuhl, myself, Pat Norwil,
Greg Blackwell, Mike Madden formed a pace
line and took turns at the front absorbing
the cold wind. The group separated when
we hit the Big Susitna river and it was every
man for himself for the next 80 miles up
river. After Skwentna, the trail deteriorated
into snowdrifts up to 3 feet high and the
bike race became a bike push. Wind chills
reached -45. Heading into Finger Lake at
4:30 am, the trail was almost impossible to
decipher, my Achilles tendon was screaming, my hip was aching, I was ready to quit,
and we had just covered the easiest 1/3 of
the race. I got inside, took a gigantic dose of
Ibuprofen, and waited to see if my Achilles
would tighten up beyond hope. Norwil
came in 45 minutes later with Blackwell
right behind him, and Reifenstuhl a couple
of hours back. I decided to wait until dawn
when I would be better able to see the trail
instead of wasting energy wandering in the

the biggest obstacle to conquer, and often
in bad weather it is impossible to cross. In
1997, I arrived at Rainy Pass Lodge only to
be informed that no one had been over the
pass that winter and therefore there was no
trail whatsoever. I was stuck there as the
rest of the field caught up to me. I waited
for a day and a half until the race trail breakers came on snowmachines to open the
pass.
Pat and I headed up the pass in the dark
hoping to make it up and over by daybreak.
The first physical hurdle is a seriously steep
hill—the first in a series of steps to the pass
proper. It is so steep that I remember last
year thinking I might not be able to make it
up—and it is a long slide to the bottom. I
put my 43 pound(with survival gear and
food) Airborne Ti bike on my back and headed up behind Pat. Near the top the severe
winds had blown a rounded cornice on the
hill—making it even steeper at the top. Pat
got to it and stopped when he felt the slope
"settle". Having significant avalanche experience from backcountry skiing, he didn't go
any further and looked for an alternate
route. He traversed over and found a less
steep and more stable incline. I have no
experience in avalanche danger but I didn't
think it looked that wicked, and I was very
near the top so even if it did slide, I
thought, I would be above most of it. I care-
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Both Pat and I wanted to continue over the
pass. Actually it was more Pat—I was just
following. I thought it would be impossible
to make it without serious permanent damage, and hypothermia and death were a distinct possibility. But I wasn't going to turn
around on first place. And there was no
guarantee that the weather was going to be
better tomorrow. Fortunately the race marshals made the decision for us. He instructed us to leave our bikes, and they would
snowmachine us back to the lodge, and
Continued on page 14

return us to this point the next morning.
His thought being that we had already covered this ground and shouldn't have to do it
again. I objected mildly at first—it sounded
too convenient. But I thought about other
races and precedents. In the Race Across
America, if a competitor gets lost, he/she is
allowed to return to the course in a vehicle
as long as there is no advancement and
every inch of the route is
covered under human power.
In the Eco Challenge, not
only were competitors pulled
off a mountain by helicopter
during a storm but they were
subsequently advanced on
the course. Any use of a
vehicle by racers is hard to rationalize but I
think it may have a place when it is used to
save lives. The one tenant that cannot be
broken however, is to gain forward progress.
We left our bikes, and hopped on the snowmachines. The tailwind on the way down
frostnipped the heels of my feet. We
descended to the steep hill and as we went
over the almost -past- vertical top my
snowmachine pilot Craig Medred yelled,
"hold on!!" We were airborne for longer than
was comfortable but landed softly and kept

going. Richard Larson and Pat, who were
right behind us hit the brakes and
stopped—-ski tips just feet from the edge of
the avalanche that we just triggered. They
gingerly stepped off their machine and
pulled it backwards to safety.
When we got back to the checkpoint,
Blackwell was getting ready to head upthe

stop to look to make sure they were not
made by a bear. Big, nice wolf.
I pedaled into the Rohn checkpoint a few
minutes ahead of Norwil. Our next challenge? Overflow at 20 degrees below zero.
Overflow happens when the ice cracks on a
lake or river and the water seeps up and sits
on top. So you can have a foot of open
water on top of ice for
hundred yard stretches at a
time. At more reasonable
temps, I would just walk
through it and be fine. But
at 20 below, as soon as
that foot comes out of the
water, it is a block of ice.
Pat headed out first and came back minutes
later with soaked and iced shoes. I tried second with garbage bags over my shoes. Of
course it was pitch dark, and that added to
the nervousness. After 10 steps I felt my
feet get cold and wet and looked down to
see that the bags are no longer on my feet—
breaking through the thin top layer of ice
had sucked them off. I returned to the cabin
to de-ice. Now I was more scared than nervous. I knew that if it was -20 at Rohn then
it was -40 out in the next section—the

I wasn't confident that I
could keep my feet warm at
-40 even if they were dry
much less if they got wet. I
pass. When we left him earlier that night he
was having severe breathing trouble. And
now he wanted to head into the abyss. I
flatly told him it was impossible. We slept
for the first time in 40 hours. We resumed
the next morning, with less wind although
it was still windy by any human standard.
We pushed up and over the pass without
incident and descended the pristine Dallzell
Gorge at -20 degrees. That -20 actually felt
warm to the skin because there was no
wind. At the bottom, along the Tatina river I
saw a set of wolf tracks so large I had to

FAT BEAT
You Can Beat ëEm, You Can Join ëEm
It took two great companies to develop the new Merlin Fat Beat.
Up front, we developed a special frame to accomodate a Fatty
Headshok, Cannondale’s innovative, lightweight suspension
system. On the back, we incorporated the best rear suspension
system available: the Moots YBBeat. And in the middle?
It’s all Merlin. And it’s all the rage.
40 Smith Place, Cambridge, MA 02138
617-661-6688 www.merlinbike.com
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Adventures in Southern California Mountain
Biking
by Clint Chase Jr., Greater Boston

S

outhern California climate and geology are as beautiful as the mountain
biking is and wonderfully integral to
the mountain biking experience there. Few
places on the East coast can match the
scenic backdrop of the Left Coast’s coastal
ranges, especially that the Santa Monica
mountain.
The Santa Monica’s form a linear range of
mountains which were formed by movement along the San Andreas Fault. The
San Andreas Fault is actually a system of
faults, a plethora of major and minor
faults running on either side of what geologists consider the main fault trace. After
an agonizing but joyful climb to the crest
of the range one can look east and west at
two very different worlds: to the west is
the big, blue Pacific and the mass of
Catalina island looming above the water
and to the east is the San Fernando Valley
through which a segment of the San
Andreas fault lies. For all the destruction
in California this beastly fault has caused,
we have it to thank for the exhilarating
mountain biking it has given to Southern
California!
Like Atlantic ocean waves crashing against
the rocky Maine coastline, the L.A. waves
of urban sprawl lap against the south and
east edges of the Santa Monicas. The San
Gabriel Mountains, higher than the Santa
Monicas, lie to the northeast and together
their topography starkly contrasts with
the pancake-flat LA Basin. The weird mix
of urbanscape and natural landscape irks
me in an indescribable way — the feeling
is just plain eerie. On a bad morning, the
panoramic-view of L.A. is ugly but on a
good morning it is strikingly gorgeous.
Going into the mountains after the ravages of El Niño is like walking through the
wake of a tornado. Segments of favorite
trails are swept off the mountain slopes

rendering them impassable. Some trails
disappear altogether, like the popular
Sullivan Canyon Trail outside movie-star
rich Pacific Palisades. A local website
warns of the changing
trail conditions caused
by this evil child:
"Sullivan Canyon trail
has been destroyed by
El Niño. Unless you
are an expert this trail
shouldn’t be attempted. Some slopes
remain unstable so
riding can be very
dangerous...be careful!". These trail
reports are updated
weekly, sometimes
daily, because in this
climate and geological
environment, trail conditions can change
overnight and typically change over the
course of days. Landslides eradicate vast
sections of trail in a matter of minutes.
Before one ride up Mesa Peak, I decide to
explore a popular single track trail and
arrive at an alarming sign: "Welcome to
the Backbone Trail. El-Niño rains have led
to many landslides in the area. Portions
of the trail have disappeared. The area
remains unstable. You are urged not to
continue due to imminent danger."
The sign is fascinating to me. Out East I’ve
only seen such a sign in the steep, geologically unstable ravines of the White
Mountains. As the curious geologist, I
peek ahead a few more hundred feet,
round a corner and see the evidence: a
black scar marks a steep slope where tons
of rock, soil, and plant debris had plummeted to the valley far below. The sign
lied; the trail didn’t disappear, I can see it
just fine...1000 feet
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down in the bottom of the valley!
Back at the parking lot, I talk a mountain
biker out of riding towards the landslides
and he asks if I’d like to ride with him. He

looked like Shaun Palmer, but a lot nicer I
think; I was a bit intimidated. "Mesa Peak
Motorway is damn technical so get ready"
he says. As I ride on I admire the scenery
and wonder where the technical section
begins. With a squeeze of my brake levers
he zooms by and exclaims, "Is this stuff
crazy or what!?!" "What..." I stare at the
pool table-flat trail under my feet and the
moderately steep trail ahead then look at
him riding away. I cannot help my big grin
— he really thinks this is technical — as I
laugh about feeling intimidated.
I discover manifestations of El Niño’s
wrath on every ride. One ride, called
Paseo Miramar loop is vivid in my memory
because I got stuck in some sand. On a
particularly washed out descent of the
loop, my fiancee, Ellie, and I had some difficulties navigating through wide, deep
gullies in the fireroad. In fact, the gully
takes up the entire width of the fireroad,
Continued on page 16

swallowing the trail. Some gullies leave a
5-inch land-bridge of earth which we dare
to cross. I gaze into the 5 to 10-foot moat
on both sides of me. We are fascinated by
the gully, a canyon in miniature caused by
fantastic erosion, probably over the course
of only one or two storms. Where did all
this sediment go? I find out the hard way
as I accelerate down the hill, wooping and
hollering. Then my skin freezes over. You
see, sediment eroded from one place must
be deposited in another place — the stuff
doesn’t just disappear. The eroded sediment usually deposits as a deep, sandy
delta — like the Mississippi Delta but
smaller — exactly where a slope suddenly

flattens out. Well, the slope suddenly flattens out. My front wheel disappears into
the sand.
Santa Barbara is a crazy town. Ellie and I
needed to escape LA for a few days and
we thought S.B. would be a fine choice
with some of the best riding in Southern
California. Our first view of S.B., and the
sight that resolved our stereotype of this
area, was of a shirtless dude pulling a
wheelie down the entire length of main
street, at least a quarter mile in length!
The local shop guy opened a map and
pointed out a few rides for us in the Santa
Ynez Mountains. "Would you like gnarly
downhills where some of the professionals
on the downhill circuits practice, or
peaceful, fireroad cruises?", our guide
asked. We scan the map, looking like little
kids in the ice cream shop trying to pick
out their favorite flavor. "One of each
please."
The drive to the top of the Santa Ynez
Range is not one for people with verticalrelief phobias. Starting at sea level, we

arrive at almost 3,000 feet in less than 8
miles! Our ride for the day will be riding
down the other side of the range and back
up again. The view of the Sierra Madre
Range during the ride is unforgettable. But
the day two’s ride is more unforgettable.
We drive the Subaru back up the oceanside of the range again, but only half way
up this time. The road slabs along a steep
slope, and I stick my head out the window
to gain a better view of all the great landslides. We arrive at the trailhead. The sign
is buried under a rockfall. Cars line the driveway- width road, every nook and cranny
filled. I find a spot underneath a nice landslide.
After gearing up, Ellie
strolls by a nice gentleman with a yellow
lab. "Hi! Have a nice
hike", she greets him
with a smile. He was
clearly a hiker, dressed
in boots and hauling a
backpack. "How’d you
know we were going
for a hike", he
responds sarcastically.
Recognizing the voice,
Ellie does a doubletake as she walks
toward me and says
she just had a chat
with Steve Martin. We
pass Steve and his friends on the trail and
two coincidentally well-timed mechanicals
give us the opportunity to talk with him
and his lab, Roger, before we’re finally on
our way.
The view of the ocean explodes in our
faces as we climb out of the clouds and
through another landslide — mudslide to
be technically correct — and I wonder
what caused them to happen. Was it ElNiño, like slides in LA, or are they earthquake related? This question haunts geologists on the west coast who are studying
these landslides in the mountains, dating
them using what is called C-14 radiocarbon dating, and trying to understand
what triggered them, earthquakes or the
climate. This distinction is vital to their
objective: to calculate the frequency of
catastrophic quakes and climatic events
(e.g., El-Nino) and predict when their next
occurrence might be. Will the big one be
in 10 years? One hundred years? Is the climate going to pull another El-Niño act like
it did last winter — in 10 years or 100
years from now? Landslides happen during
16

earthquakes when the slopes are shaken
and the structural integrity of the slope is
lost. Down come rocks, mud, trees, and
mountain bikers if we’re not careful.
Landslides also happen during heavy, prolonged rains like the El-Nino produces.
The rainwater seeps into the microscopic
pores of the already unstable soil and rock
slopes. The water exerts a tiny amount of
force outward on the sides of the individual pore — imagine being stuck inside a
bubble and pushing outward with your
arms and legs. Add up this force in every
tiny pore of the entire hillside and the
result is a BIG force pushing the rock and
soil off the slope. Eventually, just the right
amount of force is reached and
woooooosh...a landslide.
I learned years ago, to look way ahead
when riding. Don’t look at the front
wheel; look where you want to go! But I
can’t help looking down the seemingly
vertical slope dropping hundreds of feet
down, beginning roughly 2.56 inches to
the left of my front tire. Ellie is in front of
me. "Look ahead. Don’t look down.", I say
to her as I nervously watch my own tire
roll along the edge. Finally, we clear the
scary section and arrive at the trail junction. We have our long-awaited rest in
the shade, eating treats, drinking water,
and sitting in the local flora — Poison
Oak! — while I get up and try not to
freak. Time to go. "Hey look, Ellie singletrack going down."
When you’re in Southern California bring
your bike and try to see some of the great
geology and El Nino effects, watch out for
poison oak, look around at the landscape
and wonder, ask questions, and most of
all, explore your own connection with
Nature. The Californian landscape may be
more dramatic in physical character than
here in New England, but we have landscapes here that can teach us about
Nature in more subtle ways. Next time
you are in the Blue Hills, wonder what the
geology and ecology there is all about and
what makes it such a different riding experience from Noanet Woodlands. Or take
Lynn Woods and the Fells for example:
what is it about their geology and ecology
that makes each of them unique experiences? Better yet, during the trail maintenance season observe the rocks, vegetation and soil and see what you can discover for yourself. We can learn a lot from
the saddle of our bicycles if we look
around and never stop wondering.

S I D E T RAC K S

Confessions of a Mountain Biker by Harvey Serreze, Wachusett

A

lmost seven years ago, on my
forty-eighth birthday, when the
average American male suddenly
panics to realize he will be eligible to
join AARP in only two years, my wife,
Judy, gave me my first mountain bike. I
had recently seen an article in
Consumer Reports describing mountain
bikes (at that time, it was the only
bicycling magazine I read). Prior to
that critical event, I didn’t even know
that mountain bikes existed.
The concept of bicycling through the
woods intrigued me. I had bicycled on

younger. This makes me think that
maybe I’m too old for this sport; perhaps I should be doing something else
like playing golf, collecting stamps, or
learning to play shuffleboard. As I
That original Mongoose Rockadile has
glance through various mountain biking
since been replaced by two Kleins and
magazines, all the pictures show young
an Ibis. My basement resembles a bike
kids. Even Ned Overend, whom everyshop more than the woodworking shop
one seems to call "old", is thirteen
it had once been. The pool table is
years my junior! Since I’m now old
covered with new and old inner tubes,
enough to join AARP, then maybe I
boxes of bike parts, assorted helmets,
should pay my dues and learn to act
and my Camelbak. My car perpetually
my age. But I can’t.
has a bike rack on the roof. Instead of
I can’t because I’m having too good a
the rear window emblazoned with
time. Even though my birth certificate
decals advertising the colleges my
says I’m 54, I don’t feel it. I feel sorry
hard-earned money has supported
for people my age who think they have
through children’s tuition, it has
no choice but to slow down, drink
NORBA and NEMBA stickers on it.
Ensure, take Centrum Silver vitamins,
After I tried to drive into my garage
or read Modern Maturity. I’m not ready
with a bike on the roof, I was more
to trade in my Flite saddle for a rocking
concerned about damage to the bike
chair. Although I might feel badly for
than to the car. My wallet lacks an
AARP membership card, but contains those 30-year olds who ask me to wait
so they can catch up on some of my
a NORBA license, and IMBA and
group rides, it actually makes me feel
NEMBA membership cards instead.
good to know that I not only can keep
What does all this mean? Am I not
up with these younger folks, but can
acting my age? Am I doing something
actually outride many of them.
wrong?
sounded like a good match for me, and
one that might even keep me mildly
occupied for a few months, perhaps as
much as a year. Boy, was I wrong!

One thing is for sure — I am really
having fun. I ride as much as I can
during weekday lunchtimes and find
that a good, hard ride with a few buddies at work allows me to do a much
better job in the afternoons managing
a group of Ph.D. scientists and engineers in a small, high-tech company.
On weekends, I’ll ride at least once,
and often both days. Judy has noted
although I might come back muddy,
bloody, or both, that I am in a much
better mood than if I had stayed home
and either watched TV or balanced the
checkbook. Frequently these weekend
excursions will be impromptu rides
roads, although not very seriously, for
with friends or organized rides that I
many years. Each summer I looked formay have volunteered to lead.
ward to my annual hiking and backIn spite of my enjoyment, one aspect of
packing trip with my two sons to the
mountain biking has bothered me.
nearby White Mountains or
With rare exception, nearly everyone I
Adirondacks. Mountain biking seemride with or see on a mountain bike is
ingly combined these two activities,
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So what am I to do as I continue to get
older? I have decided that as long as I
am able, I’m going to keep riding my
mountain bike. I might have to go a bit
slower on the downhills because my
cataracts will impair my vision. I might
not be able to climb as fast because my
pacemaker will reach its upper limit. I
might inadvertently leave some of
those 30-year olds behind because I
will have neglected to turn on my hearing aid. I might even ride that section
of technical singletrack rather than
walk it because I will have forgotten my
cane. I’ll probably continue to throw
away those AARP membership applications, and renew my affiliations with
NORBA, IMBA, and NEMBA instead. I
think I’ll just have a good time by not
acting my age.

S I D E T RAC K S

Why in the heck is it called “Vietnam”? by Mark Jenks, White Mountains
The year: 1988. The place: Jerry's
Love Ranch, Bellinghan, MA. The
event: the year end harescramble
ride/party. I had received a flyer in
the mail which consisted of a map of
Vietnam with a large star marking
Saigon. Printed on the map were the
details of the FAHQ Racing yearend
bash. There would be live music
from the Gypsy Stretchmark
Orchestra, food,
and (of course)
an epic ride. The
ride would be
on a closed
course so street
legal registration
would not be
necessary. This
was a good
thing because it
meant all the
juniors could
ride. There
would have
been big problems otherwise
seeing as how
they were an
(Nathan Brown)
important part
of the team. Plus, two of them had
just won New England championships. We loaded up the motorcycles and food on Sat. night so as to
get an early start. It's always so nice
going through all the motions of a
race day and know that we are riding just for fun. (The we I speak of is
my son Derek and myself, as he was
my motorcycle and bicycle riding
partner for many years.) Upon our
arrival we are greeted by our host
The Dinge Master alias Tim Dinge.
He pulled me aside knowing my
thing for tight single track and said,

pals bonked so hard that he just
wanted to lay down in the forest
and take a nap. He told us not to
worry about him. After riding
through the maze pulling him along,
we found a road. I called the ranch
and talked to Tim. Of course I had
no idea where we were but wanted
him to come pick us up with a large
van since some of the riders could

" you remember that cart road we
use to pedal to the quarry?" I say,
"yeah…" "Well, I cut a really nasty
single track loop in there just for the
ride today." We were all on motorcycles that day and the trail was brand
new; tight and nasty just like Tim
said. We had a ball. The ride was
great as was the food. And the
music? Well, it was strange but
good….
I asked Tim about the
name Vietnam and how
he had figured out the
loop. He had been out
scouting on his x-c skis
and thought that the area
would make a great single
track. In the spring he
began pruning and building the trail. Over the
next few years he kept
adding bits and pieces to
make what is known
today in the bicycling
(Nathan Brown)
community as the Nam.
Without the powerline there is
about 15 miles of trail. The name
was thought up by a couple of Tim's
motorcycle riding buddies; Pete and
Jack of the Milford gang. They were
the ones that put up the sign,
Welcome to Vietnam. It wasn't until
the 1989 yearend ride party that
Cathy and I rode the Nam on our
Mountain Bikes. That year the
theme was a dual sport ride, meaning both bicycles and motorcycles.
The group was pretty evenly split
with about 10 to 12 of each. The
Mt. Bike loop was long, since it was
laid out on a motorcycle. The hills
aren't so big and the distance isn't as
long on a motorcycle. Well, after
about 4-5 hours one of our riding

ride no
further. That is how I remember
Nam; a long nasty ride with people
bonking. I haven't been back there
for about 10 years. When I saw in
SingleTracks last year that there was
a NEMBA ride in the Nam I was surprised that any one knew of that
place and asked Philip Keyes where
they were talking about. What a
small world. This is another good
example of user groups working
together to create a great trail and a
great trail riding experience. By the
way, the Dinge Master rides his
mountain bike on it now as well.

978.468.1301

Travis Cycle

Supporting Trail Advocacy on the North
Shore
Info on Some of the Greatest Riding

Join NEMBA! We did!

722 N. Main St. 508-586-6394
Brockton MA
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S I D E T RAC K S

Why do YOU Mountain Bike?
Internet Responses to this SingleTrack Question
I ride for a mix of reasons: fitness; technical challenge; the beauty of the woods;
the meditative state which the quiet
induces; and, on rare occasions, the pleasure of the company of others.—David
Kaiser (age 51.)

the people I have met, for learning a new
skill, for teaching someone else a new
skill, and most important (and a bit selfish) I ride for me. —Steven A. Fuchs

I ride because I have to. My body and my
soul tell me I must. I can't help myself. I’m
addicted. Why? Because of that magical
Once you've done it, how can you not do
feeling, that indescribable high, that
it again ... and again ... and again? It's like
euphoric state-of-mind and body when
Lay's potato chips. You can't have just one
I’m on my bike exploring new singletrack,
rocky, rooty singletrack — in the cool, or
cleaning that obstacle I couldn’t do last
dark or muddy or buggy or icy woods.—
time, making it all the way to the top on a
Dave Stockwell
long uphill climb without dabbing, or
Riding your bike is a lot like a box of
whizzing downhill through a field of rocks
chocolates, you never know what you are
hoping I don’t crash. When I finish, I can’t
gonna get.—Brian Croteau
wait until the next time. If I don’t ride for
I ride to relax and forget about life's little
a few days, I suffer severe withdrawal
speed bumps. I ride for the exercise, and
symptoms — I become irritable, I get
the challenge of cleaning a climb I couldn't
headaches, I become impatient, I kick the
do the day before. For the friendship of
dog. When I get back on my bike, all these
symptoms suddenly disappear. Is this addiction
Drawn to the Dirt
harmful? No; this one is
by Jeff Culter
legal, it’s good for my
health, and best of all,
A for the Altitude I can climb on my bike.
it’s free! —Harvey
B for the Bumps and Bouncing I like.
Serreze
C for the Camaraderie, we're all friends out there.
I ride because I'm
D for the Danger and how it elicits my fear.
addicted to adrenaline
and the peaceful, bodily
E means Exhilaration as I fly down a hill.
warmth after a few
F is Feeling Fantastic as I learn a new skill.
hours of strenuous
physical activity. I lived
G is Gu packets shared with my pals.
in the Rockies as a skier
H is Hearing nature and Hidden animals.
for most of my life and
I is for Individual, my mistakes are my own.
managed to get a reguJ if for Jumps, like the one that broke my collarbone.
lar adrenaline rush, at
least between the
K is for Kissing the dirt trail with my wheel.
months of November
L for Lactic acid and how it makes my legs feel.
and April every year. In
1996, I moved to
M is for Mountains, both real and imagined.
Connecticut and was
N is for NEMBA and its mountain biking passion.
told by many that I
wouldn't like the skiing
O means Outdoors where a bike's a great way to stay fit.
P for the Park system and the rangers who run it.
on this side of the
Mississippi. It was
Q for the Quartz lamps that make night riding so grand.
immediately obvious to
R for the Rides that go just as planned.
me that mountain biking would be an excelS for the Spinning class to keep you in shape.
lent replacement, espeT for the Trail maintenance that helps trails stay great.
cially when I learned
that people actually
U is the Uphill that makes you scream uncle.
rode all year around. To
V is a Vertical drop that makes your knees buckle.
top it off, I had tried
W for our Water packs, no need for a cup.
mountain biking while
X for a summer day that's Xerothermic, look it up.
living in Utah but all the
trails seemed to
Y is for Yellow and other bright components.
involved 3,000 foot
Z is for Zymurgy and post-ride enjoyments.
accents, over amazingly
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short distances. I just felt like such a
whimp! In Connecticut, I don't feel like a
whimp and I've had a chance to develop
the biggest thighs of my life. But what's
best is my adrenaline addiction is well fed.
When I make my annual trip to Utah to
ski, I am continually amazed at how
mountain biking has improved the
strength of my legs and thereby, my ability
to absolutely tear down the ski slopes. —
Karyn Young, Danbury, Connecticut
Last fall, a group of about 12 or 13 riders
were on the Wapack. It is a very technical
and demanding trail. You don't wanna
screw up on this one. It surely would
mean broken bones or worse yet a broken
bike. We were finishing up the ride and
coming down the back and steep side of
Mt Watatic. no wimping out here, you
either ride at the top of your ability or
walk. We were coming down one of the
most dangerous sections, I couldn't
believe we were riding this and fast. I was
up near the front of the pack, seeing what
lay ahead yelled to the riders behind "oh
baby don't fall here" trying to give them
time to dismount or gather up the courage
to fly through. As we came around a
switch back almost out of control we
spotted a mother and father grab there 9
or 10 year old from the trail and stand
way off to the side letting us pass by.
Naturally we slowed to be considerate of
other trail users and I looked into there
eyes as we passed by saying hello and
thank you. While the parents had the look
of disbelief in there eyes, the son had the
look of excitement. Wide eyes and smiling, he loved it. We made a lasting
impression on him. When I think of that
day I can't help but to think that someday
he is going to be out there riding, probably passing us by. He will no doubt be a
mountain biker. It was a good day. One
that makes it into my memories to
remember. That is why I ride.—Jim
Amidon, Baldwinville MA
Friends are the reason I ride. I like riding
someplace new with friends, getting lost,
razzing each other about our lives. Friends
forget how bad you did on that last steep
technical climb, and cheer you when you
make the next one. You look forward
towards eating that post ride meal, as
they like the same food and beer. It doesn't matter what kind of bikes your friends
have or their individual abilities, because
riding with them is still better than riding
with a group of 'experts' hammering

SILENTLY around the trails all day. -Robert Salamy
Mountain biking is the antidote for middle
age. —Nancy Martin, CT NEMBA
As sweat and dirt accumulate on the outside, the inside gets cleaner and cleaner.
Riding gives me the satisfaction of physical exhaustion. At times it forces me to
focus on the present. Other times I can let
my mind wander into places it doesn't
otherwise go. Riding is holistic medicine
for body and soul. —Robert Farrell
I ride for the challenge: The challenge of
cleaning that section. The challenge of
finally getting over that 22" high log with
out hitting my chainring. The challenge of
finding new places to ride/discover. The
challenge of educating other trail users
that we, as a user group, are not all.
Mountain Dew yahoos. (I am part of the
NEMBP on the MDC property in West
Hartford, etc.). The challenge to come up
with new challenges to extend our riding
abilities. The challenge to share these new
found skills with other mountain bikers
with the instruction/help of the "infamous" Charlie B. aka Poppa Hoppa, and
Jon aka "Downhill Guy", Tom aka "Spike",
and Brian S. aka haven't settled on one
name yet. The challenge(s), that is why I
ride!

—Mark Flynn, aka 911
STOMP-STOMP-STOMP upshift STOMPSTOMP brake hard!/downshift *sharp right
turn* STOMP-STOMP-STOMP upshift
STOMP-STOMP *dropoff* "wheeee" thud
STOMP-STOMP-STOMP brake
hard!/downshift/downshift *sharp left
turn* STOMP wheelie over root *steep
climb* downshift STOMP-STOMPSTOMP-STOMP-STOMP-STOMP "pant
pant tough rocks here" STOMP-STOMPGRUNT-STOMP "phew, first time I've ever
made that climb!" STOMP-STOMP upshift
STOMP-STOMP.... That's why I love riding.
—Tom Mahoney
I started mountain biking only 6 months
ago, and I love it more than I had ever
imagined I would. I ride because I love the
exhilaration I feel when flying down a
great singletrack trail or cleaning a technical section for the first time. I enjoy being
deep in the woods and taking in the
scenery while getting exercise. Mountain
biking is so much fun, and I feel great after
an awesome ride. I love the thrill of riding
on the edge - there's nothing like riding
seemingly effortlessly down a hill, skirting
between trees that pass your ear with
only about an inch to spare. Best of all, I
love riding because I've met so many great
people while doing it. I look forward to
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seeing my riding buddies at each ride and
meeting new ones. To me, mountain biking is a great sport and a great adventure!
—Harley Erickson
As a twenty-five + year veteran of Public
School teaching I strive to stay in shape as
I work with teenagers. Early in my career, I
mostly ran. Running in the morning I
would use the time to plan out my day.
Running after school, I would rehash the
decisions that I made with kids during the
day. I try hard to do things that are good
for kids. Fit-yes but reduce stress -no.
Now, when I ride my MTB I concentrate
on the trail and keeping the bike on the
trail. If I lapse into reflection on school.
Pow! There is a tree waiting to wake me
up. After a ride, I'm totally exercised and
my mind is clear. I'm ready for another day
on the educational frontiers. —Ted Rowan
Because it's there. The challenge. It's a
chance to get away from the wife and
kids. It keeps me in the woods and on my
bike. Able to travel great distances in the
woods in a short amount of time. It's a
great way to keep in shape. Solitude. The
"after" beer. —Steve Clarke

HOW TO

Getting the Most out of your Suspension By Tom Mahoney, Wachusett

H

ave you ever wondered if your suspension is working as well as it
could? Ever been tempted to fiddle
around with the adjustments on your
forks or rear shock, then decided not to
because you haven’t the faintest idea
what they do? Are you dumbfounded by
damping? Perplexed by preload? I’ll try to
sort it all out for you so you can get your
suspension working like it’s supposed to.

RTFM
Read The Fork Manual (or something like
that). The first thing you should do

ones at no charge, others won’t.
Some people fall right between two different spring rates. If you are in this category you need to consider what type of riding you do and what kind of ride you like.
If you ride bike paths and fairly smooth
trails and like a plush ride you should
probably opt for the lighter springs. If you
aggressively ride the gnarly stuff you may
be better off with the firmer springs.
If your suspension uses air springs you
need to put the proper amount of air into
the fork or shock for your body weight.
Again, RTFM.

SAG

before tuning your suspension is read the
owner’s manuals for your fork or shock,
and for the bike itself. These should give
you the weight range that the fork or
shock is set up for from the factory, or it
will tell you how much air to put in if you
have an air sprung fork or shock. The
manuals should also tell you where the
different adjusters are for tuning your suspension. If you have internet access check
the manufacturers web site too. Some
manufacturers have extensive tuning
instructions on their web sites that are
much more thorough and accurate than
their owner’s manuals.

SPRING RATE
If your springs are too stiff or too soft you
aren’t getting the ride that you paid for
and your bike isn’t handling as well as it
could. Most bicycle forks and shocks that
aren’t air sprung come set up for someone
around 150 lbs. If you are 20 lbs or more
on either side of that weight you probably
need new springs. If your fork or bike is
new you should negotiate with your dealer for the correct springs for your weight.
Some dealers (and manufacturers) will
swap your stock springs for the correct

Once you have the
right springs you
need to set your sag.
What’s sag? It’s
how much your suspension settles
when you are sitting
stationary on the
bike with your feet
on the pedals. Not
enough sag will
make the suspension
harsh on smaller
bumps and can contribute to your tires
losing contact with
the ground over stutter bumps. Too much
sag can make your suspension feel mushy
and soak up energy when pedaling. Your
owners manual should specify how much
sag you should have. If you don’t have a
manual you can use 20% of the fork or
shock travel as a starting point, which
works out to about ½" on 2 ½" to 3" travel forks.
Suspension sag is set using the preload
adjusters, which preload or compress the
suspension springs, raising or lowering
your sag height. The preload adjusters
should be set all the way out for zero preload (giving you maximum sag) to start
with, then gradually turned in to get the
proper sag height. If your fork has two
preload adjusters they should always be
set the same. Preload will only effect the
beginning of the fork or shock travel, it
won’t make up for springs that are too
soft.
Air forks and shocks don't typically have
preload adjusters, but some have a "negative air spring" that can be used to adjust
sag on air sprung suspension. Read the
manual.
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To set suspension sag you must have a
way to measure it. One way to measure
fork sag is to pump the fork a few times
then put a zip tie around the fork stanchion (upper tube) where it goes into the
slider (lower tube). Slowly sit on the bike,
grab the handlebars and put your feet on
the pedals. Now that you’ve fallen over,
get off the floor and yell for someone to
come and help you. Sit on the bike again
and assume your regular riding position
with someone holding you or the bike vertical (not by the handlebars), then slowly
get off the bike. The distance between the
zip tie and the top of the slider is your
fork sag. Increase the preload and repeat
until you get the proper measurement. If
you have the preload adjusters turned all
the way in for maximum preload and the
sag measurement is still greater than recommended you probably need firmer
springs.
The same technique applies to rear
shocks, but it can be tough to get a zip tie
on a coil spring shock without removing
the spring. Coil-over shocks usually have
some sort of bottom out bumper at the
end of the shock shaft, this can be pushed
up against the shock body so it will slide
back down the shock shaft when you sit
on the bike. Another method is to measure the spring from end to end before sitting on the bike, then have a helper measure it while you’re on the bike. The difference in length is your sag measurement.

DAMPING
Many mid range and higher end forks and
shocks have external rebound and compression damping adjusters. Compression
damping controls how fast a fork or shock
compresses, rebound damping controls
how quickly they extend. Too much compression damping will give you a harsh
ride and may not allow full use of the suspension travel, too little can give a mushy
ride and contribute to suspension bottoming. Too much rebound damping will
cause suspension packing, which means
the fork or shock won't extend between
bumps, too little will cause the wheel to
kick or spring up after hitting a bump.
To start your damping adjustments on
your fork, first set your compression
damping to full minimum. Next set your
rebound adjuster in the middle of it's
range, meaning if the adjuster turns eight
times from minimum to maximum you
want to start at four turns. Ride the bike
over a rough section of trail and see how

the suspension feels. If the fork feels like it's getting
progressively harsher over stutter bumps it may be
packing up, try backing off on the rebound damping. If
the wheel feels like it's hopping off the ground after hitting bumps try increasing the rebound damping. If you
have rebound dampers in both fork legs always adjust
them the same.
The same technique applies to a rear shock, minimum
compression damping and middle rebound damping to
start, then adjust rebound up (more) if the rear end
kicks over small bumps or down (less) if it packs up
over stutter bumps.
Once rebound is set you can move on to compression.
Start with the compression adjuster all the way out,
giving you the minimum amount of compression damping. If you find that your suspension bottoms out frequently you should slowly increase the compression
damping until the bottoming stops. If the ride gets
harsh over small bumps you should back off on the
compression damping adjuster. As with the other
adjusters, if you have compression damping adjusters
on both fork legs they should always be set the same.
Oil weight and volume are other variables that can be
adjusted on certain forks and shocks to effect damping
and spring rate. Heavier oil will increase damping,
lighter oil will lessen damping. Increasing the amount
of oil in some forks will make the fork firm up at the end
of its stroke, less oil may allow the fork to use more of
it’s travel. You must refer to manufacturers spec’s

before messing with oil heights and weights.
You may want to record the preload and damping settings you arrive at for future reference, especially if you
have little brothers or kids who might play around with
your bike, or if you ever leave it unattended at a school
or other public place.

MAINTENANCE
Your suspension can’t work correctly if it isn’t maintained correctly. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations to keep things working smoothly. Also, if your
fork came with fork boots LEAVE THEM ON! They will
greatly extend the life of your fork. Fork and shock
boots can be purchased or fabricated for suspension
that didn’t originally come with them too. They’re a
good investment if you want to keep your suspension
working reliably.
These tuning instructions are only meant to get your
suspension adjustments in the ballpark, they aren’t
going to give you optimal suspension performance
regardless of who you are or what kind of riding you do.
If you think your suspension feels harsh on small
bumps even though the springs are right for your body
weight and the sag is correctly set, go ahead and back
off on the preload anyway. The same applies to all the
other adjustments, set them using these instructions
then keep tweaking until the bike rides the way you
think it should.

PO Box 226
Fryeburg ME 04037
Supplying bicycle shops and supporting trail advocacy since 1982
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SKILLS

Descending
by Jennifer Miller, Seven Cycles

A

nyone who has been part of the New
England mountain bike racing scene
for more than a couple years almost
certainly knows the name Carol Waters.
Though essentially retired from racing now,
she dominated the women’s pro/expert
ranks in New England through the early and
mid-nineties with style and finesse, and the
raw power of a wild animal. She inspired
both men and women, and in the fashion of
the legendary World Cup Champion Juli
Furtado, Carol raised the level of competition to heights previously unknown.

than a well trained body to negotiate this
type of terrain; it takes a well trained mind.
Developing the skills and confidence to conquer technical downhills is rewarding and
will significantly heighten your enjoyment of
the sport. And for those of you
that race, it can give you a distinct
advantage over your competition.

(Keyes)

Carol and I were teammates for much of the
nineties, and one fond memory I have of
those exciting times was from the 1995
Mount Snow cross country race, which featured a grueling climb and a long, wet, rooty,
rocky, singletrack descent. We were hanging
out right after the race, and Carol, who had
just won, said to me, "Damn that downhill
scared me. I wish this race was a relay, and I
could just do the climb and you could do the
descent. No one could touch us." I thought
of replying, ‘No one can touch you anyway,
Carol’, but I decided instead to indulge in
her compliment.
I tell that story not to brag about my inexplicable fondness for gnarly descents, but
rather to show that no matter how talented
a rider you are, technical descents can be
very intimidating. Many of the women in
that race - all of them experts - carried their
bikes down the mountain. It takes more

Training the mind is much more difficult. In
my own riding, I seek to create a state of
mind that is fully confident that I can ride

Rule number one: don’t look where
you don’t want to go. As you wind
your way down a rocky descent,
keep your eyes focused on picking
the clearest path that lies before
you. If you want to avoid running
into obstacles, don’t focus your
attention on them. Think of yourself as flowing water, seeking the
path of least resistance.
Rule number two: speed is your
friend. Controlled speed will give
you the momentum to carry you
over obstacles and through loose
or muddy terrain, which would
otherwise stop you dead or launch
you off your bike. Don’t be afraid of
speed, as it is often your best
chance of staying upright.

Ruthie Matthes descends Mt. Snow

and virtually painless.

Tim Bugbee descends Dogtown

Rule number three: relax! The best advise I
can give is to stay light and loose on your
bike. Stand up, get out of the saddle, and
remaining relaxed, yet responsive. Think of
yourself as a cat, shifting your weight and
position as the terrain dictates. When faced
with a steep drop off, get low and back
behind the saddle. (You want to lower your
center of gravity and keep weight off the
front end, so you don’t go over the handlebars.) When approaching wet roots and
logs, be ready to lift the front wheel slightly.
Once you’re got the front wheel over, shift
your weight a bit forward to avoid having
the rear wheel slide out from under you.
Our worst downhilling nightmare is to go
head over heals on a gnarly descent.
Momentum and good positioning on the
bike will help reduce that risk, but it’s also
important to remember to lay off the front
brake. Although it’s the more powerful brake
of the two, using it alone or in greater proportion to the rear brake can increase your
risk of being catapulted over the handlebars.
Use your rear brake as much as possible, or
use a carefully balanced combination of the
two.
Mastering these few techniques is easy.
Once you’ve had a chance to apply them,
you can continue to practice them in your
head through visualization. It’s very effective
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anything I set my target on. Doubt will
destroy your ability to negociate a steep
drop off: hesistate and die!
One way to develop this type of confidence
is to ride with and watch riders that are better than you. Really good technical riders
introduced me to mountain biking, and what
I learned most from them was what is possible. That knowledge was key for me, because
I knew if they could do it, then one day, so
could I.
Stay focused in the moment. Take a deep
breath, relax, and quiet your mind. Try not
to let your thoughts drift into areas that will
distract you from the task at hand. Think of
you and your bike as one. This will allow for
quicker translation of your thoughts into the
motion of your bike.
Confidence leads to success, and success
builds confidence. That may sound like thechicken-and-the-egg problem, but with just
the confidence to start trying, you will soon
experience successes that will start the ball
rolling. In no time, you’ll be seeking out
downhills that once left you petrified. You’ll
know the joy, the rush, and the sense of
accomplishment that comes from challenging yourself on them. And don’t be surprised
if you find yourself laughing all the way
down.

DR. CHAINSNAP

"Hey, you stud muffin…"
An oddly familiar voice from the past came from behind me as I
was tidying up the basement one day last week. Frantically knocking over old boxes that used to hold a baby seat, a stroller, a high
chair, and a crib, I saw her again. The old dog was back.
She was sold to me by a young ne’er-do-well in Philadelphia several years ago. He wasn’t much of a con man. He didn’t have to be.
I really did think "Alivio" was the name of a hot new European bike
component company. He said it was his own bike that he’s been
riding for only "a week." And the serial number got scratched off
when he went over a huge rock. He wanted $300. I guess I should
have been a bit suspicious when my bank called me the next day
to verify whether I had really written the check out to this guy –
as he and an accomplice were holding up the place with an AK40-something-or-rather.
Well, I didn’t care. I was young and just starting out in life. And
for that time being, she was my dream ride. She was a blue
Cannondale hardtail with a Headshok fork. Now, a wedding, a
baby, a move to another state, a fully, and a custom steel frame
later, she had been forsaken in the deep Graco / Fisher Price abyss
that is my basement.
Like a spurned old flame she sneered, "saaay, that’s a sexy frame
you got for your little missus…" She was referring to the
Independent Fabrication hardtail I got my wife as a present after
she gave birth to our son (note: guys, don’t do that – she wants at
least jewels for pushing that little brat, with a pumpkin for a head,
through her uterus).
"Remember this cute little scar you gave me on my top tube?" She
was, of course, referring to the ugly indentation on the right side,
smack in the middle. "You did that soon after you got those
cheapo clipless from the stupid catalog, and you were trying to
show off in front of those college girlies in tank tops working off
their freshman fifteen. You tried to look so cool by taking a long
drink from your bottle with no hands cruising down the fire road.
A real nice superman biff into dirt! They were so nice to twist you
out of those damn death traps."
"How about the time you and your dumb buddies decided to go
night riding on a trail that you heard about from a mental patient,
but never ridden before? Never believe the words from anyone in
leather restraints sedated by phenothiazines, I told you. There
were no trails, but you took me through some thorny bushes, up
steep hills any way. At one point, you lost your light and slipped
off a ledge. You hugged a tree growing off the ledge for your dear
life while I was left dangling off of your shoe, still clicked in by one
of your (new) pedals. Remember that? You had to choose between
your spinal cord and me. So you let me fall 40 feet into those
rocks. I was there when you tearfully begged your wife for a new
wheelset to replace those tacos you brought home that night. She
should have dropped you then."
"Sweetheart, put those fancy schmancy boutique bikes of yours
away and hop on me. I’ll make you fall in love with my unpredictably sluggish handling and phantom shifting again. Remember
how you used the spare bedroom in the cramped apartment as
your bike shop? Remember the time you got grease on your wife’s
favorite kasmir cardigan sweater? Does she still believe it was
stolen by those crackheads who sort of lived upstairs from you? I
guess you haven’t gotten that deposit money back from the Nazi
landlady, huh? She never did approve of you riding me on the
trainer indoor, directly above that nice Vietnam veteran gentleman

with a ‘nervous condition,’
and needing dialysis. You
should have at least
taken the knobby
Velociraptor off my rear
wheel…"

Donna Donoghue

The Old Dog is back (another tall tale)

I just tried my best to let
her talk her self out. Then
she got crazy. She started
to sing and wail: "set me free
why doncha babe…you just keep
me hanging on…" She demanded that I
give her away to some crazy ultra-left wing charities like "Bikes for
World Peace," or "Bikes for Starving and Diseased Poor Height
Challenged Children Born Out of Wedlock (BFSADPHCCBOOW)."
No way. Who do I look like, the Pope? Do you see me wearing a
very very very tall hat? Then she really went overboard by saying
she wanted to be donated to the local police force. After recovering a violent laugh-seizure, I gently reminded the bike that this
sleepy "ruburban" Massachusetts town’s "force" consists of a
porcine, feathered-cowboy-hat-and-boots-wearing boor for a
chief, and his equally sedentary gun club cronies who huff-andpuff shimmy in and out of their Chevy cruisers. "Pacific Blue" they
ain’t. More like Poo Poo Platter Blue. "Your CAAD aluminum couldn’t withstand their FAAT rumps," I told her.
"Go ahead and belittle me, you big man. Denigrate me if you
want," she finally broke down. "But you’ll never get me out of your
mind! I’m your first true love. I won’t let you throw me away like
v-brake pads! There were days you couldn’t wait to come home to
me. All those nights your wife was on-call at the hospital, I was
your concubine! I was the only thing that kept you sane during
your miserable residency training. You were nothing without me!
Who do you think you used to learn all the tricks from? Look at all
the scars you’ve left on me! Now you’re wounding my heart…"
Before I fully realized what I was doing, I found myself caressing
the poor beater bicycle. I gently stroked her disfigured seat stay,
ignoring the cobwebs that were now all over me. I shared my tears
with hers, reminiscing the days of endless carefree miles in the
park with her. It was such a thrill to be doing everything for the
first time, like the time I first went down a tricky set of steep steps
without dabbing. Or, the time I finally landed from a four-foot
drop off evenly without an endo (actually, I never did get that one
right - just some wistful fantasizing here). Yes old girl, we sure did
have some great days together, but we all eventually grow and
move on. I’ve moved on. And my gut’s grown. Your stiff aluminum
frame was a torture on my lower back!
As I got ready to let her go, back to the abyss, I caught a sight of
my wife standing by the door from the corner of my eyes. She
looked shocked, like she had been standing there for a long time,
watching her lesser half mumbling to himself and hugging his old
bike. Quick! I needed a diversion…
It was time to come clean with the long truth about her kasmir
sweater and the crackheads.
Dr. Chainsnap, aka Shorta Yuasa, spends his days and nights
watching Jerry Springer, riding his steel babe, and treating his
Wachusett buddies in the local ER.
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The Inimitable Mark Jenks by Cathy Steers, White Mountains
SingleTracks had the
chance to catch up with
Mark Jenks, NEMBA and
IMBA club founder of
Northern NH, former promoter of races and rides
in Western
Massachusetts, one of
the founders of EFTA,
former bike shop owner
and two wheel junky. We
literally had to catch up,
as following him down
the ski slopes on those
funky telemark skis is no
easy feat. And yes, he
Mark and Cathy tied the know on at a black tie
skis in the trees, where
tandem wedding.
else? We wanted to dig
in and get the dirt on this guy who is both revered and reviled for
the singletrack he builds. Tight, twisty, turny; they feel like they
were designed by a rabid squirrel on a caffeine jag.

you are doing it legally and safely. Look into chainsaw courses
given by the Forest Service.
ST – How about some trail clearing tips?
MJ – Get friends to help by hosting cool rides that involve trail
work. Seriously, when pruning back in the spring always prune
back further than you think because it will grow back in by summer. When cutting branches, cut flush with the trunk. The tree
heals best that way and you don’t create pungee sticks for riders to
impale themselves on. One thing that people don’t think of; when
tossing pruned branches off the trail make sure they are green side
up. That way it doesn’t look like there has been a lot of pruning.
And try not to cut down trees, especially trees in their prime.
Always try to go around them, ‘cuz you know corners rule!
ST – What should be avoided while pruning?
MJ – Your fingers. And, don’t cut down small conifers –
just prune the side facing the trail.
ST – How do you come up with the weird trail
names?
MJ – Well, trail names are like nicknames, they
sort of happen. They inspire their names. Such
as the rib trail, the swedish girl scout camp
trail, the voodoo forest trail, willeys sucks
trail, the fried egg trail, etc. You don’t want
the stories behind the names, it would take too
long.

ST – Is it true that your first time off road on two
wheels was on a modified scooter?
MJ –My first time on the trail was on friend’s
mini bike that I crashed. That was around 7th
grade. I owned the scooter, souped it up and
crashed it too.

ST – How do you create and maintain relationships
with other trail user groups?

ST – So, when did you build your first trail?
MJ – Well, we built this great steep sled trail that went
through the trees and ended in a swamp. However, after a
kid wrapped himself around a tree and got hurt, the cops
came and closed it. That was around 4th grade.

MJ – Promote multi-use, multi-group trail days.
Offer to help with their events if they will help
with yours. No group ever has enough volunteers so pool your resources. Recreational trail
advisory boards are great ways to work together
for access and grant monies. You can’t work out
your differences unless you actually talk face to
face. If relations are really bad, IMBA might be
able to help.

ST – Then it was motorcycle and then bike trails. What
was the favorite race course you built?

MJ – That would be the Knox 2-day at Sunnyside farm in
Southwick. We had 500 hilly acres to play with and no
landowners permissions to deal with. It was a fun sick
course with what seemed like a 1000 corners. People
ST – What is in the future for you now?
complained about all the turns, you could never get
Jenks at the ‘93 World Championships in France. MJ – We’re working with a new off road
up to speed on that course.
guided mountain bike touring company out
ST – So, what is your philosophy on trail building?
of Boston, there are some trail access issues here in the White
Mountains that need to be worked on, and we hope to start on a
MJ – Avoid straight lines! First, spend time looking at the contour
new trail project with the Forest Service.
of the land, stay high when possible to avoid wet spots and erosion. Second, go over the big rocks, go around the big trees. Third,
keep the lines tight enough that someone could hit their shoulders
on the trees. We’re not building superhighways here. A good trail
should look like it started as a game trail. However, do not use well
used animal areas. Avoid the obvious like the fringes of woods
with lots of berries – bear/bike encounters don’t need to happen.
Your trail should blend in with the surroundings. Put the trailheads
out of the way.
ST – What are your favorite trail making/maintenance tools?
MJ – Large groups of eager people. Realistically, a folding saw and
hand pruner. You can keep them in your camel back, fanny pack,
jersey pocket, whatever is on you or your body. The Macloud is
great tool but a good rake will also work when you are packing for
heavy work. If you are going to do chainsaw work, make sure that
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The 1998 National Trails Symposium by Peter Brandenburg,MA DEM Trails Coordinator
Tuscon AZ. Despite all the cold, rain,
dark, ice, snow, mud and seasonal closures common around here in the winter, I
managed to find some great riding back in
late November. Yes, in the hills around
Tucson, Arizona. I’d love to launch right
into the tales of epic rides, but I was there
on business, attending the 1998 National
Trails Symposium, presented by American
Trails, a national trails-advocacy organization which represents the full spectrum of
trail users, professionals, and volunteers.
The every-two-years Trails Symposium
was booked solid, with over 600 trail people of every stripe. Dusty, western-wearing horse packers from Nevada were at the
same table with bureaucrats from DC and
guys with shaved legs and $150 shades
that never leave their heads. Needless to
say, the theme of the conference was
"Multi-Use." Well actually, the official
theme was "Trails and the American
Spirit," but there was definitely an overriding sense of, "Here we are, this diverse
group, let’s try to accommodate everyone,
and work together toward common goals."
In this environment, it felt good to be a
mountain biker. IMBA was there in force,
as they had a board meeting scheduled
Saturday in the Boojum Room. IMBA

Board member and Pima County (AZ)
Parks guy Steve Anderson was actually
co-chair of the Symposium. Time and
again, programs developed by mountain
bike clubs were touted: Volunteer patrols
and creative maintenance programs (like
NEMBA’s) on heavily used "urban fringe"
areas, truly multi-use trail organizations
like Durango’s Trails 2000 and Trails4All in
Orange County, California, or Gary
Sprung’s proposal for an alternative, tiered
approach to federal Wilderness designation.
The star of the whole show had to be the
IMBA/Subaru Trail Care Crew program.
Anyone who heard the story behind the
Outback filled with hand tools and bikes
(parked in the expo area of course), just
thought it was SO cool! The TCC2, Ric
Balfour and Holly Hill, did a great workshop on organizing a volunteer workday,
and were constantly offering advice on
tricky trail maintenance problems or
answering questions about their travels all
over North America. I asked them to
leave out the part where their bikes were
stolen off the roof of the Subaru while
they were visiting us in Boston.
So this was a good conference. It sure
beat the one two years ago in March at
the dreary Holiday
Inn, Bethesda. But
sitting inside most
of the day, catching
glimpses of the surrounding mountains through the
daily 75 degree
sunshine, many
conferees started to
get a little anxious.
Especially the
mountain bikers.
Don’t tell my boss,
but one night we
blew off a banquet
speech to follow
local Mark Flint on
a wicked sunsetnight ride on the 50
Year Trail, just
north of the city in
the foothills of the
Santa Catalina
Mountains. This is
a smooth, roller
coaster singletrack
web, like Otis, but
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with cactus instead of trees. The next
afternoon, I think it said "optional" on the
program, so we followed Mark south of
town to an area being considered for
acquisition as a county "mountain park."
Not much of a trail system here yet, but
the two-hour climb up to an abandoned
mine shaft gave us views into Mexico, the
desert turning shades of red and purple as
the sun went down. The 30 minute
descent featured lots of loose sand, rocks,
switchbacks, and the big ring.
The 1998 National Trails Symposium was
over, and everyone had gone home, but I
still had my bike, a rental car, a hotel
room, and two days to kill before catching
my flight back to the land of rain/snow
showers, highs in the low 40s. I armed
myself with the Arizona Offroad
Adventures map, which, in full color,
shows hundreds of trails in the mountains
around Tucson, all rated for difficulty, and
grouped into 40 or so well-described
loops. This map costs $12 and is actually
worth it.
Then it was time for an assault on Mt.
Lemmon, at 9157’, the highest point in
the Santa Catalinas. Starting in the desert
just outside Oracle AZ, I soon found
myself climbing. About 3000 vertical feet
of rugged jeep roads later, I saw snow and
ski lifts up above, and came to the realization that I did not want to climb any
more. That was OK because here was an
intersection with the Arizona Trail, which
runs continuously from Mexico to Utah.
The section from here to my car was 14
miles of singletrack downhill, following a
long shoulder of the mountain from dense
pine woods down to forest of saguaro cactus.
Next day, it was south to the Santa Rita
Mountains outside the town of Sonoita.
The Volvo-Cannondale team does their
winter training here, and you can’t blame
them. The high-desert landscape looks
more like northern California than Arizona
- rolling grasslands and scattered oak
trees. With less brute vertical than the
day before, I still managed 40+ epic miles
through this old mining district in the
shadow of 9453’ Mt. Wrightson.
Including, of course, an obligatory 9 mile
singletrack downhill on the Arizona Trail
to finish the day and the trip.

S I D E T RAC K S

Riding Upside down in NZ
by Shelly Saunders, Greater Boston

W

hen an opportunity came up to
travel to New Zealand for my
work, I jumped at it. I arrived
early in the morning on January 9 after
about 20 hours of flying and spent the first
day in Auckland in a summer induced
trance like state walking around marveling
at flowers in January and wild looking trees
that I had never seen before, but reminded
me of giant versions of house plants.

Shelly at Craters of the Moon
Experiencing summer in January is wonderful.
The next day, I took a 4 hour bus ride (I
decided not to try driving on the left with
jet lag) to the Central Plateau region south
of Auckland - a volcanically active area
with signs of the molten core everywhere:
boiling mud, steaming ground, geysers,
volcanos and of course hot springs!
I spent the first two days in Taupo, near
Mt. Ruapehu which erupted in 1995.
Taupo is a smaller town, so I was only able
to rent a non suspension bike - I've never
been so thankful for toe clips in my entire
life. I headed up to an area called Craters of

localized it, with a focus on education and
safety. Their forest is called
Whakarewarewa (Whaka for short) and
Mountain biking here is a Surround Sound
has wonderful "purpose built" mtb trails
experience. Overhead in the pine tree
(more tight, bermed single track). The park
canopy are cicadas which create a very
also has 80 year old California redwoods,
loud shrill noise, deafening at times. The
but they're not the "baby" Sequoias you'd
crickets in the undergrowth make a crunchexpect - trees grow three times as fast
ing noise, unlike the ones at home. Then
here, so they're already magnificent!
there are random bird calls, all of which
combined is like Whaka is quite a large park and to address
user conflict, the walkers have a separate
one of those
section of the park from the bikers. There
soundtracks
are also shared and dedicated trails for bikthey play in
ers, walkers, and equestrians. Sounds like a
BioDomes and
model we could use - especially in the
other artificial
Fells!
jungles. The
worst thing to
I rode three days out of four in Whaka,
watch out for
resting on the third day because it was
are the blackberpouring rain and I was a little sore from
ry brambles auguring in the day before. An hours' soak
unlike Australia,
in the "poly(nesian) pools" got me "sorted"
there is nothing
and I was back on the bike the next day.
to "get" you
On my last ride in Whaka, I met up with
here.
some riders from the Auckland area who
took me out to ride the following weekend
Having not ridafter returning to Auckland for work.
den for a few
months, I stuck
The terrain of this last ride was quite difto the "easy"
ferent from the other rides - it was newly
trails - tight-corcut single track through fragrant tea trees
nered hard packed single track with only a
on slippery off-camber clay. It came out of
few roots and no rocks. The challenge here
the jungle and through a cow pasture comis to see how fast you can ride without
plete with cows, bulls, and big cow pathitting the 8 foot tall tree ferns.
ties. I also had trouble with the yaks, but
that was mainly between me and my
I spent the remaining 5 days of my vacastomach (I was having one of "those" rides)
tion in Rotorua which is famous for its
After the ride, I found out that this track
mineral springs. The whole town reeks of
will form the course for this year's national
sulphur, but it has some of the North
championships (now they tell me).
Island's best mountain biking. I managed
to rent a nice Diamondback hardtail with
So if you have the chance to visit New
SPDs so I was a happy camper.
Zealand for business or pleasure, make sure
you hit the trails for some unforgettable
I also connected with a local mountain
bike patrol which is just starting up, and it riding!
looks like they have copied our charter and
the Moon where 100-200 degree C thermal
steam comes out of the ground.
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TITANIC
by Joe Sloane
Rusty crusty bicycles
Schwinns and Columbias
resting in the silence and shelter
of her Florida carport
Their once sparkling electric blues
and lemon yellows
sun bleached and sandblasted
into muted and diffuse chiffons and
azures
Prehistoric derailleurs that haven't
shifted
since the Vietnam War raged
and Elvis shook hands with Nixon
The two have become one
bolt and nut, tire and rim
cable and housing, stem and bar
man and machine
air and oil squeezed out
frozen into position
like gaping corpses in a metallic
Pompeii

New Vaccine for
Lyme Disease
Lymerix is the first vaccine to be approved by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to aid in
the prevention of Lyme disease. It is for use in
people 15 to 70 years of age who live or work in
grassy or wooded areas where the ticks infected
with Lyme disease are present. It has not been
tested during pregnancy nor for people with
chronic joint or neurological illnes related to the
disease. The most common side effects of the
vaccine are local injection site reactions, including redness, soreness, and swelling. Flu-like
symtoms and muscle and joint pain may also
occur. The vaccine is not 100% effective.
In order to achieve the maximum prevention,
three shots of Lymerix are given over the period
of a year, at 0, 1, and 12 months. The timing of
vaccination may be important since for the vaccine trial, the shots were given between January
and April, and the duration of protection
against Lyme disease is not known. The set of
three shots can cost anywhere from $175 to
$400, so shop around, and check with your
insurance company for coverage. Prescription
from a doctor is necessary in order to obtain the
vaccine. Though Lymerix may aid in the prevention of Lyme disease, vaccinated people who
live or work in, or travel to areas where Lyme
disease is prevalent should continue to take precautions, especially checking for and removing
the ticks.
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Wachusett Quinn’s Irish Red is the ale
for the Saint paddies season rich robust
malty Ale with a bite of fresh hops,
slight smokiness and nice balance to it.
A nice choice for the chilly winter
months. This ale is
Rich and heavy but it goes down really
smoothly. I really can’t say that I have
had Irish ale or even red ale that can
match this one. The boys from the
brewery have done a superb job once
again. Quinn’s is seasonal ale so don’t
wait too long cause I don’t think it will
last. So get out your Shallalie go down
to your local pub and a Quinn’s it is. I’ll
guarantee after a few of these will be
yukin it up and versin some Irish tunes.
Available on draft, growler and bottle. -Rich Donoghue, Beermeister

Ididasport Extreme...
continued from page 14

Farewell burn. I wasn't confident that I could keep my feet
warm at -40 even if they were dry much less if they got wet. I
should have been prepared for these temps but I simply was
not—a failure in race preparation on my part. I decided to wait
until dawn, I could cross the water and at least be able to see
it, and I would ride through the Burn at the warmest time of
the day. I pulled out my sleeping bag and crashed.
Pat and Greg saw the opportunity and left at 1:30 am. As soon
as I left the next morning I knew one of them was having a
hard time. Footprints on a very rideable section of trail indicated that someone couldn't keep their feet warm. Then further
down the trail, the remnants of a campfire. After 4 hours of
riding I caught up to Blackwell, who had left 7 hours before
me. He was laying on the trail in his bivy sack. He stopped
because he was unable to stay warm. I grilled him to make
sure that he was healthy, and then continued. 2 hours later I
met up with Pat who was coming back toward me having
taken a wrong turn on the trail and got lost. Actually we were
both lost at the moment. But after consulting my maps(he
wasn’t carrying any) we turned around and got on the right
trail just as Blackwell caught up to us. Norwil lost a couple of
hours wandering and was obviously disappointed when everyone caught up to him. We all left the Farewell lake region tied
for first. I pulled away and continued riding hard all the way to
the next checkpoint of Nikolai—an Athabaskan Indian village. I
pulled into town under a sky turned into a green lava lamp by
the Northern Lights and minus 25 temps. I was almost 3 hours
ahead of Norwil, now in second.
Now comes the coldest part of the trail—Nikolai to McGrath. I
cruised for the first 4 hours, after having left just before midnight. But then life itself started to become a challenge. If I
rode slowly I got chilled and pushed toward the edge of
hypothermia, if I rode hard I would build up sweat which
would turn to ice on the inside of my jacket—which would
then lead to chills. When my feet would start to freeze, I
would run—actually just my right foot. My left foot was happy
and warm the entire race, but my right foot has been frostbitten so many times over the years that it is now always on the
edge of freezing. After a while, my tights were frozen to my
windpants and my legs were very cold. The only thought going
through my head was to survive until dawn. This was no
longer a bike race—it was a survival test. I decided to stop and
build a fire to dry out some of my clothes. The hot flames were
dream come true, a much needed break from the cold—there is

something so nurturing about fire. But as soon as it went out,
I was returned to -35 degree reality. I made it until almost
dawn when I started freezing up, and again I had to stop to
build a fire and dry out my clothes. When I put out the fire,
the sun was just coming up and I was motivated to hammer to
the finish line. I jumped on my bike only to discover that I had
a rear flat tire. My spirits went right down my throat like a
packet of GU. The valve stem on the tube was encrusted with
ice from the previous days overflow crossing. I got out my
knife and started chipping it away. But the threaded lockring
was still frozen. I had used up all of my alcohol stove fuel
starting my fires but I opened the bottle hoping for a few
remaining drops. Knowing that my entire 5 day race came
down to getting those 3 drops precisely on the valve threads
made my hand shake. I took a deep breath. Success. I got the
tube out and replaced it. Who says there is no adrenaline in
Ultra races? But then because of the -35 (or who knows, the
temp could have been anything—my thermometer only goes
down to -30), the o-ring on my pump wouldn't seal and I
couldn't get any air in it. So I put the pump under my shirt and
rode the flat for a while. After warming, I put it on but it
cooled so quickly that after 5 pumps, the seal broke and the air
came back out. I spent an hour enduring this and finally got a
few pounds of air in it, to ride the rest of the way to McGrath.
All the while looking over my shoulder for Norwil, because I
knew this delay meant he could be right behind me. I arrived in
McGrath at noon in first place and Norwil followed just an
hour later. That a 5 day race came down to a margin of just an
hour is comparable to winning or losing by the width of a tire
in a photo finish of a short race. Greg Blackwell, Rocky
Reifenstuhl and Mike Madden finished tied for third 4 hours
behind Norwil. Only 6 of the 29 starters made it to the finish
line in the original time limit of 7 days. However, this years
event was lengthened to a 10 day limit to encourage
runners/walkers to try it. As of Tuesday, 3/9 13 people had finished.
Stamstad's Equipment:
Airborne Lucky Strike Ti Frame, NiteRider Digital 6 Lighting,
Lake Shoes, GU energy gel, White Brothers Pro Forx, North
Face Clothing, North Face Inferno Sleeping bag, Hydra Care
cleaning products, Shimano Drivetrain, Time Pedals, Airborne
Saddle, Airborne Stem, Easton Bars
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Berkshire NEMBA
Mary Tunnicliffe, President, 413-298-0073
Rex Channell, Treasurer, RexDDog@aol.com

Herm Olgunick, Vice President, 413-442-7303
Jan Marcotte, Secretary, bjmarco@banet.net

Berkshire Chapter Checks In!
Ahh, the beautiful Berkshires — singletrack galore, open trails,
miles of climbing, night ride adventures, no need for patrols,
enough riding buddies to make a team in any sport, and little communication among NEMBA membas?? Yes, it's true.

for the Trail Builder clinics that NEMBA is holding in the spring.
What better way to build a trail than with the knowledge that will
help keep the trail useful for a long time, make it easier to maintain, and have the least impact on the environment?!

The group of riders who saw the value in aligning the mountain
bikers in the Berkshires with the organized advocacy group
NEMBA have gotten a little lazy. No, we still keep active in our
large backyard which extends from Williamstown to Sheffield and
beyond. I’m talking about keeping in touch with each other. Our
beloved trails get attention when they need it, but only when
individuals decide to take it upon themselves. I have heard
through the grapevine that "the Airplane Trail needs blowdowns
cleared, and there’s nobody but me to do it." That’s not true!! We
are here!!

This message also applies for organizing a group ride (and riding is
what we all like to do most). Or if you want to join a regularly
scheduled ride. There are several rides that happen every week,
give or take, and if there are enough people, they can be split up to
form two groups. I’ll let you know right now, one of those regular
rides happens Saturdays at 9am; my "Women Who Wahoo" Ride.
Any woman is invited, and if men show up, they can join us, at
our pace, or they may go off on their own. We meet at the
Arcadian Shop (Lenox) parking lot and go off into Kennedy Park or
Lenox Mountain, and we always have a great time.

This article is an invitation to all Berkshire members to call me, or
anyone of our officers, (Herm Ogulnick, Rex Channell, and Jan
Marcotte) with requests to get a trail maintenance group together.
This spring, let’s get it together and schedule some work parties,
with a ride to follow of course, and clean up our favorite places to
ride. Don’t feel that the whole day has to be taken up, choose a
needy area/trail that has been neglected and in need of some
attention.

Please let everyone know of other rides, in Williamstown or
Adams, in Great Barrington or Alford... It's always great to find
new places to ride. And it's also a really good way to get people
interested in keeping those trails in good shape for a long time to
come.

If you would like to build new trails, and have permission of the
landowner, that can be done, too. And it would expose the
builders to new territory and make it better. Keep your eyes open

See all those rides listed in the back of this issue? Ever wonder
why there are no Berkshire/Western MA rides? WE'VE got to list
them!! Rides will be posted in SingleTracks, so send in your schedule. --Mery Tunnicliffe

Beartown State Forest Trail Clean-Up Day

Women MTB Rides!

On Sunday, May 2nd, there will be a trail maintenance day. Please
meet at the CCC parking area, on the Lee side, at 9am with your
rakes, shovels, and healthy self. Bring a riding friend to introduce to
Beartown. If it’s a good day to ride, we’ll go out after the tough stuff
is done. All interested people, please call me at 298-0073 to confirm.
Bring snacks and water for between work and play! Let’s build our
volunteer hours for the record with NEMBA! Thank you.

With spring here or just around the corner depending on where
you live, we in the Berkshires are looking forward to another year
of Womens Learn to Mountain Bike Rides. This is how they work:
Get a bunch of women together, any ability, go to your favorite riding area, take along a couple of big burly guys who can be spotters
and go from one section of your area to another practicing different
key skills. I always start with going as slowly as you can in a big
circle and then making smaller and smaller circles. It's amazing
how difficult this is for most people! Then we do lots of work on
lifting the front wheel, techniques for conquering steep hills, logs,
rocky sections, switchbacks etc. By riding from one spot to another
we keep it interesting and can stop anywhere something looks
hard or scary. We try things as many times as anyone in the group
wants to, no hurry unless the bugs are driving us crazy! Spotters
can help a lot because many of the women will try a section that
they wouldn't ordinarily try knowing someone can catch them.
Most of the time the spotters don't even help, its just psychological help! Many women come to my Monday night rides even
though they are sport or expert riders, they say "Oh I'm always just
trying to keep up with my boyfriend/hubbie/other male riders and
just jump off and run thru hard sections". This is a good chance for
them to practice technique . It must be successful cause I have a
lot of male riders wishing they could come! Maybe we will start a
coed learn to Mtb ride night!! --Ruth Wheeler ,Mean Wheels Bike
Shop, Lenox, Ma

If the weather is really miserable, we will reschedule for the following
Sunday. Please call if you have questions. Thanks again! --Mary
Tunnicliffe
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Blackstone Valley NEMBA
President: Jeff Gallo galloj@yahoo.com 508-877-2028
Secretary: Anne Shepard

VPs: Andy Thompson and Gary Whittemore
Treasurer: Mitch Steinberg

Come to our Chapter Meeting

Building Bridges

The general chapter meeting of all Blackstone Valley members will
be on 6/19 (raindate 6/20) at Callahan S.P. The rides will start at
10:00am with a meeting, pizza and raffles to follow. Thanks to
Landry's Framingham and Westboro for their support. Please mark
your calenders.

Blackstone Valley received a NEMBA trail grant for a much needed
bridge in Callahan S.P. The project is planned for the 4/18th work
day. We are also planning to put in a new section of trail so there
is plenty for everyone to do. We will be meeting at 10:00am at the
Milwood St. parking lot. Questions please call Jeff 508-877-2028.

Upton S.P. Trail Work Day
The Baystate Trail Riders and Blackstone Valley NEMBA will be co-sponsoring a trailwork day at Upton state forest. The DEM will be providing tools however you may bring your own bowsaws, rakes, shovels. BSTRA will be providing lunch. Blackstone Valley NEMBA will provide trail nutrients and water with the support of Cliff Bars and Aqua Cool. Please meet at the forest headquarters, Westboro Rd., Upton.
A ride will follow so bring your bike. Questions please call Becky Kalagher 508-476-3960 or Peter Taylor 978-365-6242 Directions: from
westboro center rotary (rt30 and 135) take 135 south approx. 1 mile. bear right on to Upton-Westboro Rd. After approx. 1 mile, you will
cross over the masspike and the headquarters are 1 mile down on the left. --Peter Taylor

Cape Cod and Islands NEMBA
Charlie Genatossio, President, (508) 477-4936
Margaret Moore, Treasurer

Mitch McCulloch, Vice President, (508) 564-4807
Debbie McCulloch, Secretary, (508) 888-3861

NEMBAFest on the Cape! Whoo Hooooo!
We've got the sun, the surf, and some of the most sexy sand on
the planet. Cape Cod living in the summertime. What more could
you ask for?... Why, kick ass mountain bike trails, of course!!!...
And you know what? We got 'em folks. And we want to share.
On Sunday, June 27th, the Cape Cod Chapter of the New England
Mountain Bike Association, invites you to come play, for a day, on
some of the most fun, fast, winding, roller coaster, singletrack on
the planet, located right here on lil' Cape Cod, at NEMBAFEST
1999.
The Chapter has been busy pulling together an event to remember.
We've planned routes for all levels of riders, including a few guided
rides for the directionally impaired. And who could forget the
Mudpuppies? Bring the midgets too! We guarantee they'll have a
great time! We are currently grooming the trails to your pleasing.
This year, the event will be held on the impressive grounds of the
YMCA's Camp Lyndon, located in the historic town of Sandwich,
Mass. With easy access to the legendary, Trail of Tears. The camp
over looks the peaceful waters of Lawrence Pond, where after a

day full of trail riding you will be able to jump in and refresh. You
may even decide to demo a kayak. By the way...BATHING SUITS
ARE REQUIRED!!!
At base camp, the pond won't be the only place swimming in
activity. The Bike Expo will be kickin' with excitement. We got the
tunes being piped in by the wild guys of WZLX. We've got insane
trials demonstrations. We've got a mini food court. Or bring your
own food, there are barbecues available. We've got a bike raffle
and SWAG!!! And much, much, more! I'm tellin' ya'folks...This is
gonna be big! You don't want to miss this!
In fact, plan your summer vacation around our festival. Think
about camping at perhaps, Bourne Scenic Park(508)759-7873,
Shawme-Crowell State Park(508)888-0351, or, Nickerson State
Forest, (508)896-4615. Bring the camper and head out to Sandy
Neck, first come, first serve, or Scusset Beach, in
Sagamore,(508)888-0859...Or just call some friends or family,
who still like you, and arrange a visit. These days, everybody
knows somebody on Cape Cod. Do whatever it takes! Just be
there! You won't be sorry. --Debbie McCulloch
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Merrimack Valley NEMBA

President: Mark Bialas
Treasurer: Hugh Folsom

Vice President: Norman Blanchette Phone: 978-453-9212

Merrimack Valley to focus on the Dracut State Forest
The deep snow pack that was deposited on the South Shore sent
mountain bikers looking north to get in their ATB fix. With only a
few inches of snow on the ground, the Dracut State Forest was
looking pretty good. Bill Boles headed up on a Saturday morning
with a few friends in tow. The traction overall was very good with
just a few slick spots. A great ride on a mild winter day.
We just got word that the NEMBA grant we applied for has been
approved. This is an historic first for our young chapter and our
local forest. The grant will be used for the repair / replacement of a
32 foot boardwalk in the Dracut State Forest. (see photo) If everything proceeds as planned, we may be tearing down the old structure as early as April. The supervisor of the park, Richard Scott,
has stated that he will make available to us a truck from the DEM
to carry out the old material.
It's too early to tell right now if the new structure will get built in
April or June because of the weather and other considerations.
Hopefully we won't have to deal with a huge snow pack or ankle
deep mud. And speaking of mud, the spring ride schedule will
have to take into account the conditions of the trails on a week to
week evaluation. So again, its important to call first if your thinking of participating in an organize ride. Some of these rides could
end up on the road if conditions warrant it. (See the ride schedule

for Merrimack Valley NEMBA in the back of this issue of
Singletracks.)
If the condition of the spring trails sends us out of the forest, we
may have an urban ride to fall back on. This could take in the historic sights of the Lowell Heritage State Park, Jack Kerouac Park,
The river walk trails, etc. etc. We may also like to plan something
around the Lowell Folk Festival that will happen later this summer.
Trail Maintenance dates to remember: - April 17, June 13, Sept 18,
Oct 17.
We have received several phone calls from local NEMBA residents
who have volunteered to make themselves available for the
cleanup / construction. To those who called or e-mailed, thanks
again. We still would like to hear from other members in the area
who may have the tools or experience that will help get the project done. Any input from members who have been there and
done that would be welcomed. We'll be putting together a spring
newsletter for Merrimack Valley members to keep you up to date
with any last minutes events or schedule changes.
Contact Norman Blanchette (978 453-9212), Mark Bialas (978
452-1590), Hugh Folsom (978 244-0633) for further information.

North Shore NEMBA
President:
Vice President:

Dan Streeter, 978/462-4605 dwstr@shore.net
Joe Dizazzo
Treasurer : Ron Corporan

NS NEMBA Meeting /Ride Report 3/6/99
With a snow storm in the forecast and given the infrequent nature
of such gatherings in the past, the eight members attending our
annual meeting was a fair turnout. Many thanks go to Peter
Carlson, superintendent of Bradley Palmer State Park, for providing
the meeting space. New officers were selected and a number of
possible chapter activities were discussed. Many members provided their comments by returning a survey which we sent out
(thanks!). With the input available, a general plan for the chapter
is becoming clearer.
There were very few access issues or trail problems reported. This
is no surprise and is largely responsible for the low chapter activity
level. The North Shore is very fortunate to have extensive riding
opportunities. This, coupled with good relationships with public
land managers, many private land trusts, and with area trail organizations and committees, the need for large trail maintenance
events is infrequent. Most issues can be dealt with by area reps
and members who have expressed an interest in helping out at
their favorite trails. While most areas have coverage, members are
encouraged to contact me if they wish to "adopt" an area.
There are several locations where work is planned or under consideration. Details will be provided when available in chapter mailings.
1. On May 16 at 9AM, a small bridge will be installed at Charles
Ward Reservation (TTOR) in North Andover. Meet at main parking lot. This was requested by the caretaker and materials will

come from a NEMBA trail grant approved last year.
2. Gordon Woods - a trail clean-up is tentatively scheduled for
National Trails Day Sat. June 5, 10AM. Other volunteer opportunities are likely here in the future. Contact: Dan Tieger 978/7742370
3. As a part of the NEMBA NRTA grant application, a bog bridge
on the Bay Circuit Trail in the Harold Parker SF is planned. The status of the grant is still in question, so the project is on hold. If this
funding does not come through, it is likely that some chapter
funds will be used in this area later in the year.
4. There are some spots on the Bay Circuit Trail in GeorgetownRowley SF and in Boxford SF that need some attention and several
members are working on the details at this time.
This season there will be a chapter ride/meeting on the first
Sunday of each month at 9AM at different locations. Scheduled at
this time:
April 4, Harold Parker SF, meet at headquarters
May 2, Gordon Woods, meet at trailhead on Chebacco
Rd. across from Beck Pond
A wonderful ride followed our meeting in an ever-increasing snowfall. Willowdale SF can be confusing enough in good weather.
With the snow, there were a few fearful moments about the return
track, but in the end, mostly though good luck, civilization reappeared out of the storm. --Dan Streeter
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Pioneer Valley NEMBA
President: John Dudek, 413-772-0496

Vice-President: Rich LaBombard, 413-527-7427

Secretary: Greg Coccoluto
17 Pleasant St. Greenfield Ma. 01301

Treasurer: Russ Benson
Email: shaysmba@juno.com

Trail Work, Trail Work
The Season is upon us and the trail daze continue to mount up for
the Pioneer Valley chapter. We are pleased to add several new
areas to our spring agenda.
We received a $480 NEMBA trail grant to construct a sectional
bridge on the "Long Trail" in the D.A.R. State Forest in Goshen,
MA. This bridge will greatly improve a very wet section of this
widely used trail. We are planning a work weekend for May 1st
and 2nd to build this bridge. Depending on the turnout, we also
plan to clear trails that haven't been cleared in years. Call Rich
LaBombard at 413-527-7427
On May First we will also be having our anual trail daze on the
Greenfield Parks System. This work day has had over a hundred
people in the past with a whole lot of fun and great food from our

generouse sponsors. Interested peoples should contact John
Dudek at (413) 772-0496
Nonotuck Park in Easthampton, MA: This municipally run park is
home to a popular weekly mountain bike race series. Work to
complete a small bridge building project in this park is planned for
Saturday, May 22nd at 10:00 a.m. Call Rich LaBombard at 413527-7427 for more info. on this work day. For those intersested,
the races in this park should begin in June and have been held
Thursday nights starting at 6 p.m. for the past three years. It's a
fun race for all abilities and is a bargain at around $6.00 per racer
(great prizes too!). Call Rich LaBombard at 413-527-7427 or the
Easthampton Parks and Recreation Dept. (413-529-1440) for
details. --John Dudek

Rhode Island NEMBA
President: Jim Grimley
Secretary:: Mary Ann Martinez

Vice-President: Tina Hopkins
Treasurer: Sara McEntee

Phone: 401-322-6005 or 401-397-8127
email: vcycles@efortress.com

Volunteers needed for Arcadia Patrol, Education Tables, Trail
Maintenance and Fun Rides
RI NEMBA is looking for volunteers to hangout at a "NEMBA table"
and help spread the word about NEMBA at the 7 EFTA races that
will be held in RI this coming season. The dates are: April 4th,
April 25th, May 23rd-25th, June 27th, July18th, Aug 29th and
Sept12th. So if you come to the races to race, cheer for your
friends...whatever...we could really use your help. Call or send email to MaryAnn (401) 464-4167 or TaskArts@classic.msn.com
Scheduled Trail Maintance Days in Arcadia are as follows: Sunday
March 28th ( come work off that Chili!), May 8th ( join the hikers)
and June 5th. Call Jim Grimley at H(401) 782-0162 or W (401)
732-6390) to sign up, get info on time etc.

Fun Ride - Sunday, April 25th, from 8-11 Browning Mill Pond.
There will be 8 mile and 18 mile rides. Call or e-mail Mike Morris
for more info (401) 364-0786 or nembamike@aol.com
RI NEMBA Mountain Bike Patrol - The Rhode Island Chapter of the
New England Mt. Bike Association is actively seeking volunteers
to become part of a mountain bike patrol unit for Arcadia
Management Area, located in Exeter RI. Patrollers woll be responsible for education, communication and providing assistance and
first aid. This is a serious commitment. Anyone interested is urged
to call Mike Morris. --Mary Ann Martinez
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Southeast MA NEMBA

President: Christie Lawyer Bill Boles, Treasurer Phone: 508-583-0067
Secretary: Eero Kola
V.P Freetown, Dennis Lewis V.P Wompatuck, Paul Peasley V.P Foxboro, Dan Ibbitson V.P. Wrentham, Kevin Delaney
Meetings/Rides: Every third Wednesday of each month at Bridgewater Public Library, call for directions.
As you read this Southeast Mass NEMBA will be celebrating it’s
first birthday. In the last year we accomplished a lot, and had a lot
of fun doing it. Our chapter’s members did important trail work in
the Freetown, Foxboro and Wompatuck State Forests. In addition,
chapter members started a mountain bike patrol at the
Freetown/Fall River State Forest. And speaking of patrols, our
chapter’s members also make up the majority of patrollers in the
Blue Hills. Blue Hills Trail Watch co-sponsored, with the MDC, a
very successful mountain bike day in October that had over 500
participants. Other SE MASS chapter members held the best race
yet in the Wompatuck State Park. All profits of which were then
donated to the forest for trail work. Our members attended
dozens of advisory meetings with land managers and agencies. But
probably most importantly our chapter’s members enjoyed themselves for many tens of thousands of hours out on our region’s
trails.
For 1999 SEMASS NEMBA is already planning to build upon the
momentum of last year by doing much more of the same kinds of
things. We have already scheduled five trail maintenance days,

N E M B A

with more to come. And this year all of them will be part of the
NEMBA Merlin Trail Maintenance Series. Our members will be
involved in a number of regional, and even out of region events.
We’ll be leading hundreds of rides. And I’m sure that we all plan
to expand upon those many thousands of hours spent out riding
the trails. And we’ll still be going to all those environmental meetings. As a member of SEMASS NEMBA you are welcome to be part
of as many of our chapter’s activities as you like. Or, if you prefer,
to not be involved. The choice is yours. But I can promise you that
for every hour that you put into SEMASS NEMBA or it’s activities,
you’ll get back two hours of enjoyment. Guaranteed!
Our next two monthly chapter meetings will be on the third
Wednesday of each month, (4/21 & 5/19), at 7:00 pm at the
Bridgewater Public Library. A ride will follow each meeting. For
more info and, or directions call Christie Lawyer at 508-643-3453,
days. In June we will start having our meetings outdoors, at a
local state forest to be decided upon. Again, call Christie for more
info.

R I D E

S E R I E S

Bill Boles
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven’t yet joined NEMBA,
please do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been
known to change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride’s leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the
ride. If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides will stay manageable and be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact the ride leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(d) Indicates a weekday daytime ride.
(*) Indicates a Freinds of the Blue Hills Ride.
These ride categories are only general guidelines. You should ask the leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your level of riding skills and don’t join a ride that is beyond your present ability or
fitnes level.
Kids/Family:
Beginner:
Novice:
Advanced Novice:

2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These rides are aimed at parents with young children.
2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.
4-8 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent stops.
6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly,
frequent stops.
Intermediate:
12-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.
Advanced Intermediate: The same as intermediate except faster and harder terrain.
Advanced:
20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace, few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are intended for
advanced riders or racers who would like to go for a challenging ride at less than an all out race pace.
Women’s rides:
Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Cape Cod & Islands
04/18
04/18
04/25
05/02
05/09
05/16

Vineyard
Cape Cod
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard

Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

David Whitmon
Cape NEMBA
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
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508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905

05/16
05/23
05/30
06/06
06/13
06/13
06/20
06/27

Cape Cod
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Cape Cod
Vineyard
Cape Cod

Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Int. & Adv. Int.
Intermediate
NEMBAFest

Cape NEMBA
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
Cape NEMBA
David Whitmon
Cape NEMBA

508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-564-4807
508-693-4905
508-564-4807

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
04/10
04/11
04/18
04/24
04/25
05/01
05/08
05/09
05/15
05/20
05/22
05/27
05/29
05/30
06/05
06/10
06/12
06/19
06/19
06/24
06/26
06/27
07/10
07/18
07/25

Shriley/Arlington
Baldwinville
Littleton/ayer/groton
Lenox
Baldwinville
Lenox
Lenox
Barre Falls Dam
Lenox
Great Brook Farm, Carlisle
Lenox
Harold Parker SF
Lenox
Beartown SF
Lenox
Groton Town Forest
Lenox
D.A.R. SF, Goshen
Lenox
Bradley Palmer SF
Lenox
October Mtn. SF
Westhampton
Lenox Mtn
Dalton

Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv.Intermediate
Women-all
Intermediate
Women-all
Women-all
Intermediate
Women-all
Nov.-Int.
Women-all
Nov.-Int.
Women-all
Int.-Advanced
Women-all
Nov.-Int.
Women-all
Adv. Intermediate
Women-all
Nov.-Int.
Women-all
Int.-Advanced
Adv. Intermediate
Int.-Advanced
Nov.-Advanced

Rich Donahue
Jim Amidon
Tom Mahoney
Mary Tunnicliffe
Jim Amidon
Mary Tunnicliffe
Mary Tunnicliffe
Jim Amidon
Mary Tunnicliffe
Bill Redford
Mary Tunnicliffe
Bill Redford
Mary Tunnicliffe
Mary Tunnicliffe
Mary Tunnicliffe
Bill Redford
Mary Tunnicliffe
Rich LaBombard
Mary Tunnicliffe
Bill Redford
Mary Tunnicliffe
Mary Tunnicliffe
Rich LaBombard
Mary Tunnicliffe
Mary Tunnicliffe

04/12
04/14
04/17
04/20
04/21
04/25
04/26
04/28
05/01
05/03
05/05
05/10
05/12
05/12
05/15
05/17
05/18
05/19
05/24
05/26
06/01
06/02
06/05
06/05
06/07
06/09
06/14
06/15
06/16
06/19

Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Beginner
Charlie Beristain
Big River RI
Beg. - Novice Women MaryAnn Martinez
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Novice
John Turchi
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Charlie Beristain
Browning Mill Pond RI
All
Mike Morris
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Advanced. Int.
Charlie Beristain
Big River RI
Beg. - Novice Women MaryAnn Martinez
Branford Supply Ponds
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Beginner
Charlie Beristain
Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Charlie Beristain
Wethersfield/Meadows
Novice
Steve Clarke
Big River RI
Beg. - Novice Women MaryAnn Martinez
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
MDC Reservoirs W. Hartford Beginner
John Turchi
W. Hartford Res.
Advanced. Int.
Charlie Beristain
Meshomasic S.F.
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Beginner
Charlie Beristain
Branford Supply Ponds
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Charlie Beristain
W. Hartford. Res.
All
Steve Clarke
Big River RI
Beg. - Novice Women MaryAnn Martinez
Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
W. Hartford Res.
Advanced. Int.
Charlie Beristain
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Intermediate
John Turchi
W. Hartford Res.
Beginner
Charlie Beristain
Big River RI
Beg. - Novice Women MaryAnn Martinez

978-425-2067
978-939-8594
978-779-8373
drtdinger@aol.com
978-939-8594
drtdinger@aol.com
drtdinger@aol.com
978-939-8594
drtdinger@aol.com
781-944-0185
drtdinger@aol.com
781-944-0185
drtdinger@aol.com
drtdinger@aol.com
drtdinger@aol.com
781-944-0185
drtdinger@aol.com
413-527-7427
drtdinger@aol.com
781-944-0185
drtdinger@aol.com
drtdinger@aol.com
413-527-7427
drtdinger@aol.com
drtdinger@aol.com

Connecticut & Rhode Island
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asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
TaskArts@msn.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
nembamike@aol.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
TaskArts@msn.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
steven.clark@snet.net
TaskArts@msn.com
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
steven.clark@snet.net
TaskArts@msn.com
asokolow@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
TaskArts@msn.com

413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
413-298-0073
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
401-464-4167
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
401-364-0786
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
401-464-4167
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
860-529-9970
401-464-4167
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
860-529-9970
401-464-4167
203-281-0789
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(d-1:00 pm)
401-464-4167

06/21
06/26
06/28
07/06
07/12
07/16
07/19
07/20
07/26
07/31
08/02
08/09
08/11
08/15
08/17
08/23
08/30
09/07
09/13
09/14
09/20
09/27
10/19
10/31
11/26
12/18

Meshomasic S.F.
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
Case Mtn.-Manchester
Intermediate
John Turchi
Shenipset S.F. -Somers
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
Branford Supply Ponds
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Meshomasic S.F.
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
Glastonbury/Meshomasic Intermediate
Steve Clarke
Shenipset S.F. -Somers
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
Tyler Mill-Wallingford
Beginner
John Turchi
Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Novice
John Turchi
Meshomasic S.F.
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Glastonbury/Meshomasic Intermediate
Steve Clarke
Meshomasic S.F.
Intermediate
Alex Sokolow
MDC Reservoirs W. Hartford Intermediate
John Turchi
Branford Supply Ponds
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Branford Supply Ponds
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Intermediate
John Turchi
Brooksvale/Naugatuck
Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
West Rock Rdige S.P.-Hamden Adv. Nov-Int.
Alex Sokolow
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Novice
John Turchi
MDC Reservoirs W. Hartford Beginner
John Turchi
MDC Reservoirs W. Hartford- Turkey Burner Beg&Int John Turchi
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
Intermediate
John Turchi

asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
steven.clark@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
steven.clark@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
asokolow@snet.net
turch@snet.net
turch@snet.net
turch@snet.net
turch@snet.net

04/15
04/15
04/17
04/22
04/25
04/29
05/02
05/02
05/02
05/02
05/06
05/08
05/09
05/13
05/15
05/20
05/22
05/22
05/23
05/27
05/30
05/30
06/03
06/06
06/06
06/10
06/17
06/19
06/20
06/24
06/27
07/01
07/17
07/25
08/07
08/22
09/11
09/26

Blue Hills
Middlesex Fells
Blue Hills
Lynn Woods
Dracut SF
Middlesex Fells
Dracut SF
Gordon Woods
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Lynn Woods
Blue Hills
Groton TF
Bedford Rail Trail
Dracut SF
Great Brook Farm, Carlisle
Weston
Blue Hills
Townsend SFx
Harold Parker SF
Dracut SF
Blue Hills
Dogtown
Carlisle SF
undecided
Groton Town Forest
Maudsley SP
Dracut SF
Groton TF
Bradley Palmer SP
Dracut SF
Bald Hill, Boxford
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Blue Hills

intermediate
Nov.-Int
Novice
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
All
Novice
Beginner
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Intermediate
Beg.-Adv. Novice
Intermediate
Nov.-Int.
Intermediate
Beginner
Dracut SF
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Novice
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
All
Nov.-Int
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Intermediate
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Nov.-Int
Intermediate
Novice
Intermediate
Novice
Novice
Novice

04/10
04/11
04/11

Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wrentham SF

Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Kevin Delaney
KMDMAC@aol.com

Metro Boston, Merrimac & North Shore
Hank Kells
Bill Redford
David Hodgdon
Bill Redford
Norman Blanchette
Bill Redford
Mark Bialas
Dan Streeter
David Hodgdon
Mike Grant
Bill Redford
Bill Boles
Norman Blanchette
Bill Redford
Mark Bialas
Bill Redford
Hank Kells
Mike Grant
Intermediate
Bill Redford
Mark Bialas
David Hodgdon
Bill Redford
Norman Blanchette
Dan Streeter
Bill Redford
Bill Redford
Norman Blanchette
Norman Blanchette
Bill Redford
Mark Bialas
Bill Redford
Bill Boles
David Hodgdon
Bill Boles
David Hodgdon
David Hodgdon
David Hodgdon

nesi2000@msn.com
781-944-0185
781-326-0079(*)
781-944-0185
978-453-9212
781-944-0185
978-452-1590
dwstr@shore.net
781-326-0079(*)
617-364-6010
781-944-0185
nembabill@yahoo.com
978-453-9212
781-944-0185
978-452-159
781-944-0185
nesi2000@msn.com
617-364-6010
Mark Bialas
781-944-0185
978-452-1590
781-326-0079
781-944-0185
978-453-9212
dwstr@shore.net
781-944-0185
781-944-0185
978-453-9212
978-453-9212
781-944-0185
978-452-1590
781-944-0185
nembabill@yahoo.com
781-326-0079(*)
nembabill@yahoo.com
781-326-0079(*)
781-326-0079(*)
781-326-0079(*)

South Shore & Metrowest Boston
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203-281-0789
860-653-5038
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
860-529-9970
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
860-529-9970
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
203-281-0789
203-281-0789
860-653-5038
860-653-5038
860-653-5038
860-653-5038
617-965-4890

978-462-4605

508-583-0067(*)

617-965-4890
978-452-1590

978-462-4605

508-583-0067(*)
508-583-0067(*)

508-643-2453
508-226-3467

04/13
04/14
04/15
04/15
04/17
04/17
04/18
04/20
04/21
04/22
04/24
04/25
04/27
04/29
05/01
05/02
05/02
05/02
05/04
05/06
05/08
05/08
05/09
05/09
05/11
05/13
05/15
05/16
05/18
05/19
05/20
05/22
05/22
05/22
05/23
05/25
05/27
05/30
05/30
05/29
06/01
06/03
06/05
06/06
06/08
06/10
06/12
06/13
06/15
06/16
07/17
07/21
07/25
08/07
08/18
08/22
09/11
09/15
09/26

Wompatuck SF
Bridgewater
Callaghan SF
Blue Hills
Foxboro SF
Blue Hills
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Wrentham SF
Callaghan SF
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
Foxboro SF
Blue Hills
SE Mass
Blue Hills
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
Blue Hills
Foxboro SF
Wrentham SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Bridgewater
Callaghan SF
Weston
Blue Hills
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
Blue Hills
SE Mass
Foxboro SF
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
Foxboro SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Callaghan SF
SE Mass
Wrentham SF
Wompatuck SF
Bridgewater
Blue Hills
Bridgewater
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Bridgewater
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Bridgewater
Blue Hills

Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
All
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
intermediate
Hank Kells
nesi2000@msn.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
intermediate
Kevin Delaney
kmdmac@aol.com
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Beginner
Mike Grant
617-364-6010
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Intermediate
Bill Boles
nembabill@yahoo.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Intermediate
Kevin Delaney
KMDMAC@aol.com
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
All
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Intermediate
Hank Kells
nesi2000@msn.com
Beginner
Mike Grant
617-364-6010
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4460
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Women’s Adv. Novice & Intermediate -NEMBA/WOMBATS
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
Intermediate
Jeff Gallo
gallojp@yahoo.com
Advanced Int.
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Intermediate
Kevin Delaney
KMDMAC@aol.com
Intermediate
Paul Peasley
781-925-2512
All
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
Intermediate
Bill Boles
nembabill@yahoo.com
All
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
Intermediate
Bill Boles
nembabill@yahoo.com
All
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)
All
Christie Lawyer
mtbher@aol.com
Novice
David Hodgdon
781-326-0079(*)

NEMBA Rides are for NEMBA
Membas!
Call 1-800-57-NEMBA to join.
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508-583-0067
508-877-2028(d)
617-965-4890
508-643-2453

508-226-3467
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453

508-877-2028(d)
508-583-0067(*)
508-643-2453
508-226-3467
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
508-583-0067
508-877-2028(d)
617-965-4890
508-643-2453
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
508-877-2028(d)
508-643-2453
508-877-2028(d)
508-226-3467
508-583-0067
508-583-0067(*)
508-583-0067
508-583-0067
508-583-0067
508-643-2453

JOIN NEMBA MEMBA HEROES
NEMBA is fortunate to have a membership which cares deeply about mountain biking, the environment and our organization. These folks
are NEMBA’s Heroes, and we hope that you’ll join their ranks. Your donations and membership are fully tax-deductible to the full extent of
the law, and we urge you to contribute what you can. We thank all our members and supporters in keeping NEMBA financially strong, so
that we may better serve New England’s trails.
$1000+
Bill Boles
Krisztina Holly
Rick Smith
$500+
Michael & Winnie Gnazzo
Stuart Johnstone
Allison Salke
$250+
Susan Edwards
Jeffrey Gallo
Peat Krimmin
Andrew Thompson
$100+
Jim Amidon
Susan Oliver & Alexis Arapoff
David Belknap
Stephen P. Bonin
Tim & Hilary Bugbee
Andrew & Carolyn Coffin
Roxanne K. Cunningham
Richard Donoghue
David & Tammie Dunn
Peter Durey
Tim Eliassen
Richard Fletcher
Steven Fuchs
Daniel A. Ginsburg
Bob Girvin
Mark & Pamela Gunsalus
Dorothy Held
Bob Hicks
John R. Hoffman
Margaret & Jefferson Jelly
Eric Johnson
Philip & Nanyee Keyes
Robert & Domenica Levinson
John Levy
Eric Lorentzen

Marla Markowski
Carolyn & Scott Menzel
Dan Murphy
Chris & Diane Ranney
David M. Reichman
Thomas Riihimaki
E.C. Robertson
Richard Schatzberg
Erik & Liz Schoepke
Joe Sloane
Brian Smith
Mitchell Steinberg
Dan Streeter
Michael Tonry
Richard Warner
Carl Weymouth
Frank Wojtas
D. Froehlich & K. Young
$50+
John Alderson
Mark Anderson
Paul Angiolillo
John Apperson
Robert Bartlett
Ron & Diane Beliveau
Jared Bergeron
Jeff Berlin
Scott Berry
Mark Bialas
Norman Blanchette
Scott Bosley
Charles Brackett
Peter Brandenburg
Steven Branson
Scott & Laurie Briere
George Bussmann
Holly Campbell
Thomas Cannon
Ted Capron
Brian & Isabel Case
Steve Cobble

Daniel Console
Ross Cromarty
Tom Deakins
Jacqueline Decourcey
Mark Denning
Joe DiZazzo
Tom Doucette
Michael & Jason Dube
Victor Evdokimoff
Bill Fanning
Robert Ferrell
Dave & Victoria Gaudreau
Jerry Geribo
Dan Glass
Steven R. Graham
Kenneth Han
Chris Harris
Joseph Hayward
Richard Hicks
Allison Hurley
David Iwatsuki
John Jenkins
Wes Jewett
Kevin Johnson
Bob Jordan
Bernard Kirchner
David Kleinschmidt
Eero Kola
Richard LaBombard
Scott Lewis
John Lockwood
Mark T. Luders
Bob Ludwig
Ronald G. MacDonald
Chris McGrath
R. Pfetsch and B. McKeller
Myles McPartland
Deborah & Ken Mental
Chris & Kelly Meuser
Steve Miller
Susan & Christopher Mitchell
Tom Moore

Mike Moraites
Don Morin
R. Badura & Egbert Most
Michael Mulhern
A. Goodwin & M. Mulligan
Jon Murphy
Donald Myers
Anne Myerson
Peter Nelson
Phil O'Donnell
Matt O'Keefe
Joseph Ortoleva
Trish Palmiere
John A. Pews
Jay & Mary Beth Prosnitz
Charles Pulaski
Charles Ratcliffe
Russ Record
Marian Reynolds
Stephen Rowe
Jill Rynkowski
Jonathan Sainsbury
Robert J. Salamy
Michael Salerno
Jonathan Salinger
Daniel J. Salmon Jr.
Don & Kristen Seib
Harvey Serreze
Anne Shepard
Gary Smith
Keith St. Denis
Joe Stadelmann
Doug Stotz
John Turchi
Conrado Vellve
Glenn Vernes
Leonard A. Weiss
Gary T. Whittemore
Scott Wilson
D. Chin & Sue Zimmermann

Volunteering with NEMBA is the key to our success.
Give back to the trails. Meet new friends. Ride new
singletrack. Have fun knowing that you are part of
the solution. A trail is a terrible thing to waste!
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SOS: Support Our Sponsors. They Support Us!
$1000+
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Cannondale, Georgetown CT
Eastern Mountain Sports, Peterborough NH
IMBA, Boulder CO
Independent Fabrication, Somerville MA
Merlin Metalworks, Cambridge MA
Schwinn Cycling & Fitness, Wakefield MA
Ted Wojcik Custom Bicycles, Hampstead NH
$500+
BikeTree, Somerville MA
Cycle Loft, Burlington MA
Rhygin Racing Cycles, Charlestown MA
Spinergy, CT
$250+
Bicycling, Emmaus PA
Dirt Rag Magazine, Pittsburgh PA
Downeast Bicycle Specialists, Fryeburg ME
Lowrider Promotions, Cavendish VT
Mountain Bike, Emmaus PA

Join NEMBA for
$100 or more and
the good folks at

Patagonia, Ventura CA
Specialized, Sandwich MA
Spinergy, Wilton CT
USE, Portsmouth NH
$150-200
Central Wheel Farmington CT
Gear Works Cyclery Leominster MA
International Bike Center Allston MA
Mean Wheels Bike Shop Lenox MA
Morning Dew Espresso North Conway NH
Pilgrim Ale Hudson MA
Redbones Somerville MA
Rock Shox San Jose CA
Travis Cycle Brockton MA
Victory Cycles Wyoming RI
Wachusett Brewing Co. Westminster MA
Wakefield Cyclery Wakefield MA
$100
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards, Canton CT
Bicycle Alley, Worcester MA
Bicycle World Inc., Greenfield MA

Bike Express, Randolph MA
Cycles Etc., Salem NH
Frank's Spoke 'N Wheel, Sudbury MA
Kiron Group, W. Newton MA
Pig Iron Bicycle Works, Glastonbury CT
Riverside Cycles, Newburyport MA
Southington Bicycle & Repair, Southington
CT
The Bike Shop, Inc., Manchester CT
Tony's Cyclery, Dover NH
True Wheels, Pocasset MA
Village Cycles, Buzzards Bay MA
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
Zigmont Group, Danville NH
$50
American Bicyclist, Northbrook IL
Cranmore Mountain Lodge, N. Conway NH
Northeast Bicycle Club, Burlington MA
Paramount Mobile Bicycle Repair, Somerville
MA
Team Douglas, Northampton MA

Membership Application
Joining NEMBA is one of the most important things you can do to help preserve New England trails and keep
mountain biking part of the New England outdoor experience. We are a non-profit 501 c 3 organization dedicated to maintaining trails and educating mountain bicyclists to ride sensibly and responsibly. We need your
support to accomplish these goals.
With your membership you will receive a membership handbook and card, a NEMBA sticker for your bike or
car, and six issues of our bi-monthly newsletter, SingleTracks. NEMBA membership will open up to you hundreds of different places to ride through out New England. You'll also receive the satisfaction of knowing that
you are helping the trails on which you ride!

will thank you with a
complementary
subscription!
(good thru April 2000)

Name _________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip _____________________
Homephone _____________________________ Chapter _______________________________________
At Large
Greater Boston
Southeast MA

Berkshires
Merrimack MA
Rhode Island

Blackstone Valley MA Cape Cod & Islands
North Shore MA
Seacoast ME/NH
Vermont
Wachusett MA

CT NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA
White Mtns NH

New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp__________
Individual $20 ______

Family $30 ______ Supporting $50 _____

Sponsoring $100_____

Benefactor $250_____

Trail Builder $500 ______ Master Trail Builder $1000 ______

Dealer Memberships:
Basic $100 _____ Supporting $200_____ Benefactor $500_____ Lifetime $1500_____
Industry Memberships:
Basic $75_____ Supporting $100 _____ Benefactor $500_____

Should we call you about volunteering? _______

Mail to: NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720
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04/99

A NEMBA MEMBER

We’re Mountain Bike Central!
Here’s an invitation to all Mountain Bikers to
visit the spectacular White Mountains. We’re
nestled in the National Forest, and you can
ride endless miles of awesome downhill, singletrack, and wide open trails
right from our door. When you return, relax in our outdoor heated jacuzzi,
laze in our cool mountain stream, or take a refreshing dip in our 40’ pool!
•Secure indoor bike storage
•Rentals & Parts Available
•Hose-down area with workstand •Guided Rides
•Discounts available at local bikeshops with NEMBA membership
•Non-smoking •Three diamond AAA •All Rooms with private bath and phones

•10% Discount to NEMBA Members!

Also ask about our independent hostel • Rates start at $17 including breakfast

Call us! 1-800-356-3596
603-356-2044
www.cml1.com
Email: mtnbike@cml1.com
Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
Paid
Permit #148
Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720

